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“Entrepreneurship requires curiosity. You need to be open to the small 
things that, together, can achieve a significant impact.”

Founder and CEO  
of Galli Immobiliare

Page ––– 34

Fabiana Galli
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“Many people equate being an entrepreneur with earning money. Of course, 
entrepreneurs earn money if they do their job properly. But anyone thinking 
of becoming an entrepreneur just for the money should think again.”

Ueli Breitschmid
CEO and owner of Curaden

Page ––– 28 
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Torge Barkholtz
Co-founder and CEO of kooky

Page ––– 44

“If you’re pessimistic as an entrepreneur, you’ll miss out  
on a lot of growth opportunities.”



The focus of escher is on entrepreneurs. The interviews for  
this publication raised the questions above. You can read more in 
the individual portraits.  

The SME study looks at these challenges as well. It shows  
that as a result of the current geopolitical situation, entrepreneurs 
need to ask themselves these questions.

How will I be able to continue to find 
good employees in the future?

How will our customers respond if 
we raise prices now?

Do I have to rethink my company’s 
supply chains?
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“Although regional supply chains are  
becoming more important, we should not 
ignore one major benefit of globalization: 
It forces us to talk to one another. And 
that allows us to foster mutual respect 
across cultural borders.”

Christine Breitschmid is managing 
director of Curaden. Her first job  
in the family company was packing 
toothbrushes. Today, she and  
her father Ueli are responsible for  
the company strategy.

Christine Breitschmid
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Chapter 1: What are entrepreneurs thinking about right now?

1  The current situation clearly shows that  
companies should never assume that  
global operations will always be smooth sailing.

4  The products and services of our 2023 watchlist 
companies are important. What is even more important 
is what they will do with them on the market.

2  Responsiveness, adapting value chains,  
and hedging risks are essential for companies in  
the current geopolitical situation.

5  Successful companies don’t settle for the  
status quo. Instead, they look for new solutions in  
a difficult environment.

3  We are living in a time of global change. 
Historically, every extremely poor year for investors  
has been followed by a better-than-average year.

Conclusions from this chapter
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Companies  
facing challenges 
of geopolitical  
tensions
Economic sanctions, nearshoring, and higher input 
costs: The current geopolitical tensions pose challenges 
for entrepreneurs across the world. In an interview, 
renowned expert Dr. Parag Khanna discusses the key 
geopolitical trends and how they might develop.
 
Swiss companies, too, are feeling the effects of the 
most recent upheavals on the global stage. The SME 
study by Credit Suisse on the current geopolitical  
situation shows how companies are reacting to chal-
lenges such as changes in value chains, pressure  
from inflation, and potential risks to their reputation.
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Geopolitical  
showdown

International 
realignment
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What are the defining  
geopolitical trends of recent 
years?
Parag Khanna The most signifi-
cant geopolitical trend of 
recent years is the emergence 
of a coalition of states across 
West and East that are  
seeking to coordinate their 
responses to China’s rise.  
One might say that China’s rise 
was the salient trend of the 
2010s. The 2020s are therefore 
a period in which we are 
witnessing strategic realign-
ments to counter China’s 
aggressive ambitions. On the 
one hand, these take the form 
of military alliances, such as 
the Quadrilateral Security 
Dialogue (QUAD) between  
the US, India, Japan, and 
Australia, and AUKUS, the 
security pact between Australia, 
the UK, and the US. On  
the other, there are also more 

commercial, technological, 
and infrastructural maneuvers 
such as the CHIPS Act (to  
shift semiconductor produc-
tion away from greater China 
towards the US and allied 
states) and the Build Back 
Better World (B3W) initiative 
to compete with China’s Belt 
and Road (BRI) initiative by 
offering concessional rates for 
infrastructure finance across 
developing countries. What’s 
most notable is that none of 
these Western initiatives even 
existed five years ago. They  
are very much a reaction to 
China’s previous actions, and 
therefore remind us that 
geopolitics is complex and non- 
linear. It is not merely a matter 
of China’s unhindered ascent 
to geopolitical primacy. On the 
contrary, these most recent 
trends point to a world that 
will be more multipolar. 

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine  
in February 2022 prompted a 
strong backlash from the 
West. The West is showing a 
united front in the face of  
the threat from Russia, and 
Russia is orienting itself 
towards the East. What are 
the geopolitical effects of  
the war in Ukraine?
Khanna The Russian invasion  
of Ukraine is certainly acceler-
ating specific trends that  
were already underway. The 
first is Russia’s own demise  
as a power. Its significant 
military losses, economic 
contraction, diplomatic 
isolation, and the outflow of 
talent will only hasten what 
has been a multi-decade 
decline since the collapse of 
the Soviet Union. There is 
currently no indication that 
Russia will be able to engineer 
a turnaround as a society, 

“I believe multinationals will take  
on a more regional structure as they seek to comply  

with local regulations and appear  
more ‘local’ to better compete with incumbents.” 

Interview with ––– Parag Khanna
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economy, or polity. Russia’s  
tilt towards Asia is also acceler-
ating. It was under Putin in the 
early 2010s that Russia began 
more serious engagement with 
Asia, including strengthening 
ties with its Cold War partner 
India, expanding its trade and 
investment with China, and 
improving ties with Japan. 
Many Western diplomats and 
analysts have been surprised 
that Asian powers did not by 
and large take the West’s side 
in condemning Russia’s 
invasion, but these countries 
have been primarily focused on 
maintaining access to flows  
of oil and gas that power their 
economies. True, the rising 
price of oil has weakened their 
fiscal position, but they are 
now also moving ahead with 
new oil and gas pipeline 
projects that will enable Russia 
to expand supplies to them. As 
Europe accelerates its efforts 
towards energy independence 
from Russia, Russia will 
become ever more deeply 
embedded in the Asian system. 
In fact, I often refer to Russia 
as “North Asia,” which is 
geographically correct – and 
always has been – but is jarring 
for the Western conception  
of Russia’s place in the world 
as a state that haltingly  
aspired to join the West. That 
is simply no longer the case.  
In that sense, Russia is 
following the path of Turkey, 
but in a far more extreme 
form, since Turkey remains a 
NATO member and is not 
pursuing autarky (whether 

involuntarily or by choice).  
But both Russia and Turkey  
are increasingly focused on  
Asian trade, investment, 
infrastructure, and security 
arrangements such as the  
Belt and Road initiative, the 
Asian Infrastructure Invest-
ment Bank, and the Shanghai 
Cooperation Organization. 

In recent years, “America 
First” and “Made in China 
2025” have emerged as 
initiatives aimed at protecting 
and strengthening domestic 
economies against foreign 
competition. Foreign compa-
nies are struggling with 
regulations that distort 
competition. What role do 
economic measures play in 
connection with geopolitics?
Khanna Economic measures, 
investment restrictions, 
resource nationalism, and 
other measures are now 
worldwide phenomena. What 
used to be friendly competi-
tion among export credit 
agencies amidst widening and 
deepening interdependence 
has become a far more 
geopolitically driven process of 
beggar-thy-neighbor protec-
tionism, coupled with strong 
subsidies to near-shore 
industries. I fully expect this to 
continue in the years ahead, 
but I also see it as a process of 
optimization that can poten-
tially be win-win. First of all,  
it could reduce domestic 
socioeconomic tensions if it 
creates jobs and increases 
investments in the productivity 
and skills of each country’s 
own population base. This 
might be somewhat inflation-
ary, but it can also rebuild  
the industrial base and 
promote national self-suffi-
ciency and solidarity. Second, 
it could be better for the 
environment. If we can have 
more regional energy markets 
driven by gas and renewables 

“Western firms  
are already back in 
Saudi Arabia  
in a big way,  
and I can  
imagine tentative 
steps towards  
re-engaging with 
Russia after  
the war is over.”  

Parag Khanna
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rather than shipping oil 
globally, that would be good 
for the planet. The same 
applies to agricultural supply 
chains, which account for  
15% of global emissions. So 
somewhat more autarky is 
actually desirable if done  
right. If this process results in 
the stabilization of growth 
across the major economic 
zones – North America, 
Europe, Asia – then firms will 
certainly wish to remain global 
because they need to pursue 
global markets and profits. I 
believe multinationals will take 
on a more regional structure as 
they seek to comply with local 

regulations and appear more 
“local” to better compete with 
incumbents. So we might see 
fewer traditional multinational 
companies and more joint 
ventures and partnerships.

Another important “transmis-
sion channel” through which 
companies are affected by 
geopolitical developments are 
economic sanctions. How do 
you assess the current situa-
tion in this respect, and where 
will the journey take us?
Khanna First and foremost, the 
sudden imposition of sanctions 
is always a possibility, and  
thus the present situation is a 

clear reminder that corporate 
management should never 
assume a frictionless global 
operating environment. This  
is a mistake that executives 
made in the 1990s until the  
9/11 terrorist attacks, and they 
again became complacent  
in the run-up to the Russian 
invasion of Ukraine and 
China’s hardening of its 
technological regulations. 
Second, sanctions tend to  
be counterproductive, in that 
they harm the citizens more 
than regimes, and also harm 
our own businesses, which  
suddenly face write-downs in 
key markets and prolonged 
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landscape of conflict and 
regulation. But the steadiness 
of their performance despite 
this volatility influences how 
larger states think and behave, 
as they can learn from smaller 
states about such matters as 
efficiency in public spending 
and stimulating innovation. 
Switzerland has a long history 
of neutrality and always 
keeping the door open to 
dialogue with hostile states 
such as Russia or Iran. This  

is an essential function that 
others do not fulfill, and yet it 
is a fundamental foundation  
of diplomacy. I have great 
respect for the role Switzer-
land continues to play in 
reminding us of the central 
importance of diplomatic 
dialogue – especially in times 
of great uncertainty.

The interview with Dr. Parag Khanna was  
conducted by Dr. Manuel Rybach,  
Global Head of Public Policy and Regulatory 
Foresight at Credit Suisse. 

uncertainty in their supply 
chains and operations. Third,  
it is almost impossible to 
completely isolate countries 
today. In a world of multipolar 
multi-alignment, there is  
little binding coherence to 
sanctions. Russia is turning to 
China and India, for example, 
as has Iran. Lastly, sanctions 
regimes tend to fray rather 
quickly. The Chinese market  
is too attractive for Western 
firms to stay away from, 
Western firms are already back 
in Saudi Arabia in a big way, 
and I can imagine tentative 
steps towards re-engaging 
with Russia after the war  
is over. It always seems incon -
ceivable in moments of 
tension, yet supply and demand 
tend to dictate the long-term 
outcome more than political 
convictions.

How do you assess the position 
of small countries, and 
especially Switzerland, in  
an environment marked by 
geopolitical tensions?
Khanna I have long been an 
advocate of small states as role 
models for governance, 
particularly Switzerland and 
Singapore (both of which are 
highlighted in my book 
“Technocracy in America”). 
Both are open economies, 
innovative, attractive to talent, 
and globally opportunistic in 
their commercial ties. All 
states should behave in this 
fashion. Of course, small states 
are “price takers,” in that they 
cannot shape the global 

Dr. Parag Khanna
Dr. Parag Khanna is an inter-
nationally recognized expert and 
bestselling author on issues  
of globalization. He is the founder 
of FutureMap, a consulting  
firm specializing in geopolitical  
and economic data analysis, 
visualization, and mapping. Parag 
Khanna has served as an advisor 
to numerous governments and  
governmental agencies, including 
the US National Intelligence 
Council. He holds a PhD from the 
London School of Economics.
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Russia has been shifting its focus to Asia for some time

Geopolitical tensions at their highest level in almost 20 years

Source: Caldara and Iacoviello (2022), Credit Suisse;  
last data point: November 2022

Source: OEC, Credit Suisse
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Sources: procure.ch, Federal Reserve Bank of New York,  
Refinitiv Datastream, Credit Suisse

Source: World Bank

Supply chain problems and higher input prices 

The rise of China
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For decades, open markets and free trade 
formed a cornerstone of the international order 
that emerged at the end of World War Two. 
However, the globalization engine has lost 
momentum since the financial crisis, and recent 
events, such as the pandemic and the war in 
Ukraine, have led to further setbacks for the 
international division of labor. Countries are 
increasingly intervening in domestic and global 
economic activities and implementing measures 
that distort competition. While the geopolitical 
struggle is largely being played out elsewhere, 
Switzerland and its companies, with their 
dependence on foreign trade, are also feeling  
its effects.

Swiss companies are being impacted not only  
by customs duties, but also by non-tariff barriers. 
Around 60% of the companies surveyed have 
faced this issue in the past three years. The sur-
vey results also point to an increase in regulatory 
requirements. These requirements mainly relate 
to data protection and the environment, with 
54% of companies surveyed saying data protec-

tion requirements had risen in Switzerland  
and internationally over the past three years, 
while 51% of companies reported the same 
conclusion about environmental regulations. 
In particular, environmental law is undergoing 
significant change, with the European Union 
(EU) playing a leading role. To ensure unre-
stricted access to the European market, which 
is so important to Swiss companies, Switzerland 
is often obliged to implement EU regulations 
domestically as well.

of Swiss companies are hindered  
by non-tariff barriers.

60%

2022 was a memorable year. The economy had barely begun to 
recover from the pandemic when it came under pressure again 
as a result of the geopolitical upheaval caused by the war in 
Ukraine. Swiss companies are actively seeking ways out of the 
crisis by adapting value chains, implementing strategies 
against increased input prices, and taking measures to reduce 
reputational risk.

Against  
all odds

Authors ––– Sara Carnazzi Weber and Pascal Zumbühl
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The financial crisis, the pandemic, and the war 
in Ukraine revealed the vulnerability of global 
supply chains. Companies are prioritizing supply 
chain stability and making adaptations. The 
survey results confirm that the majority of Swiss 
companies have adapted their value chains over 
the past three years. In addition to the obvious 
increase in inventories, Swiss companies are 
primarily seeking to improve their resilience by 
placing a stronger focus on providers of inputs 

Increased regulatory requirements and anti- 
competitive measures are having an effect  
on international collaboration, too. Around 47% 
of the companies surveyed report that coopera-
tion with foreign business partners has become 
more complicated over the past three years.  
At 63%, this figure is disproportionately high for 
companies without a primary focus on the  
EU compared to those with such a focus. Thus, 
the picture is mixed as regards cooperation  
in Europe.

who are closer geographically and by diversify-
ing their suppliers. The survey results indicate an 
overall trend toward regionalization. While this 
trend has been apparent since the start of the 
pandemic, it has been further accelerated by the 
war in Ukraine.

Value chain adaptations not only adversely  
affect global trade, but also lead to higher prices 
(see chart on page 17). Furthermore, the sanctions 
imposed on Russia in response to the war in 
Ukraine have reduced the availability of certain 
goods, particularly fossil fuels. The resulting 
shortage has caused the price of resources to 
skyrocket, and this has been further exacerbated 
by the build-up of inventories. However, because 
of substitution effects, the price rises are not 
limited to goods that are largely exported by 
Russia and Ukraine, but also impact other 
commodities as well. Given the price increases 
across almost every sector, it is no surprise that 
more than 80% of the companies surveyed 
reported an increase in transport and energy 
costs, as well as in the price of raw materials, 
over the past three years.

For the companies affected, this broad rise in 
prices is not sustainable in the short or the 
longer term. Unsurprisingly, almost 90% of the 
companies surveyed have either already taken 
measures to mitigate higher input prices or plan 
to do so in the future. Over half of the companies 
surveyed have responded by passing on the  
costs to customers, with smaller companies 
more likely to choose this strategy. Finding more 
cost-effective substitutes (35%) and increasing 
productivity (26%) were also relatively frequent 
responses to increasing input prices.

of Swiss companies report an increase in  
data protection regulations.

of the companies surveyed have seen an  
increase in environmental regulations.

54%

51%

Greater focus on 
the stability  
of supply chains?

Source: Credit Suisse SME Survey 2022/2023
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A harsh geopolitical environment also 
increases the reputational risk for companies. 
According to the survey, 17% of the compa-
nies taking part consider the probability of 
public criticism for company misconduct to 
be fairly high or very high. This environment 
forces companies to spend more time and 
money on monitoring and preventing 
potential reputational risk. Anyone who fails 
to conduct due diligence should expect 
criticism or even a boycott of their products 
and services. The survey shows that 19%  
of the responding companies considered this 
scenario to be (fairly) likely.

The balancing act between activism and 
restraint is a challenge for many companies 
with foreign business relationships because 
they often operate in markets with different 
conditions (e.g. regulatory frameworks  
or value systems). If the company speaks out 
against human rights violations in the  
business partner’s country, for instance,  
then it will face criticism from the foreign 
regulatory authorities and angry consumers 
abroad. If it does not speak out, it will be  
criticized by regulatory authorities and con-
sumers in Switzerland.

However, company misconduct or involve-
ment in third-party scandals are not the  
only sources of reputational risk. Company 
reputations are also at stake if sensitive  
information gets into the public domain, 
for example, as the result of a cyber-attack. 
Almost a third of companies in total see  
this as at least a fairly high risk.

In light of the numerous scenarios that could 
damage a company’s reputation, it is hardly 
surprising that around 83% of the companies 
surveyed are taking steps to mitigate in-
creased reputational risk. When asked about 
specific measures, 41% said that they were 
taking steps to prevent cyber-attacks. In sec-
ond place, with 38%, was adjusting products 
or services in order to meet the demands of 
stakeholders (e.g. consumers, employees). In 
particular, smaller companies are prioritizing 
this measure.

Preserving a 
 good reputation

Measures to avoid reputational damage

Source: Credit Suisse SME Survey 2022/2023

  Measures to prevent cyber-attacks

  Adaptation of our products/services to meet demands 
of consumers, stakeholders, and/or employees

  Taking geopolitical aspects into account when selecting 
new business partners 

  Ending business relationships with controversial  
business partners

  Ending business relationships with partners in countries 
with elevated geopolitical risks

 Nothing

* Multiple responses possible, except in combination  
with the response “Nothing” 
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A complete assessment of  
the Credit Suisse SME study  
is available online. 

credit-suisse.com/smestudy

Key 

1  Switzerland is dependent on events 
abroad. It is therefore unsurprising that  
a significant majority of the companies 
surveyed are feeling the consequences of 
geopolitical upheaval in their everyday 
business.

2  In particular, large companies report 
an increase in regulatory requirements,  
with around two-thirds of these businesses 
reporting an increase in data protection  
and environmental regulations compared  
with around 50% of SMEs.

4  Nearly 90% of the companies 
surveyed have taken measures in connection 
with higher prices for inputs. More than  
half have passed the costs on to customers.

3  Almost half of the companies 
surveyed have increased inventories over the 
past three years and opted for providers of 
inputs that are closer geographically. The war 
in Ukraine has accelerated the existing 
trends in this area.

5  Almost 83% of the companies 
surveyed have taken measures to mitigate 
increased reputational risk. These measures 
are mainly focused on preventing cyber- 
attacks.

Dr. Sara Carnazzi Weber has worked for  
Credit Suisse since 1999 and is currently 
Head of Policy & Thematic Economics.  
Her research interests include demograph-
ics, pension systems, the labor market,  
and regional economics. During her  
20-year career, she has also served as  
an advisor to national and regional 
authorities in Switzerland.

Pascal Zumbühl holds a master’s degree  
in economics from the University of 
Lausanne. After receiving his degree, he 
completed an internship at the Swiss 
National Bank. He has worked in Policy & 
Thematic Economics at Credit Suisse  
since September 2019. He is responsible 
for this year’s SME study. 

Dr. Sara Carnazzi Weber &  
Pascal Zumbühl

aways 
take-

On the whole, the survey results show that 
companies are feeling the consequences of 
geopolitical tensions in their everyday business, 
but they are also actively seeking a way out of 
the crises. The survey also reveals that crises 
may also present an opportunity to those 
companies that are sufficiently flexible. Almost 
60% of the companies surveyed said that, 
despite the crises in recent years, new business 
areas have emerged for their company. This is all 
very positive, not only for this year, but in the 
years ahead as well.
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Rise, fall, and change 
Entrepreneurs are familiar with this concept. 
Both life and the economy experience cycles of 
growth and decay. Swiss entrepreneurs are 
experts at constantly reinventing themselves on 
the basis of flexibility, innovation, and deft 
business strategies. In my conversations with 
Swiss entrepreneurs, I often hear them say  
that there is no greater constant than change. 
Switzerland’s customary position at or near the 
top of the IMD World Competitiveness Ranking 
demonstrates this, as does the success of the 
Swiss stock market – the most successful market 
in Europe. 

Is this still true today? We’re living in a period of 
global change. Russia has shaken confidence  
in the global security order and the security of 
electricity and gas supplies, with effects that  
will be felt for years to come. This has given the 
energy transition, which has been under way  

“What still holds true today?  
What challenges do we face in this era of 

change? More than ever, entrepreneurs  
must respond to changing conditions  

with flexibility, innovation, and deftness.”

Author ––– Burkhard Varnholt

Geopolitical change is a bit like  
the cycles of nature, with new supply 
chains, technologies, and realities  
constantly yielding new ideas – as is 
the case now with Globalization 2.0.
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Factors for Swiss investments

for some time, an added sense of urgency, and 
bestowed a renewed sense of power on the US. 
China’s role in the world community and the 
global economy is changing over the long term. 
The golden era of globalization, which began in 
2001 with China’s accession to the World Trade 
Organization, is now behind us. We are now 
seeing the rise of Globalization 2.0, which  
is characterized by new supply chains, strategic 
necessities, and new technologies, as well as  
new geopolitical realities. 

The US, the world’s largest economy, has 
become the largest exporter of fossil fuels such 
as oil and gas. Its alliances, which are unparal-
leled, but prior to the war had been fractious, 
were strengthened overnight. The US economy 
will benefit disproportionately from the likely 
military buildup, as well as from its global 
economic and geopolitical power. Both the US 

During this multifaceted turning point, it is important to consider various factors as holistically as 
possible. Although they are purposely abbreviated, the following five assumptions might be 
formulated from the perspective of Swiss investors:

1  The Swiss franc will likely continue to be the 
world’s strongest currency – and, paradoxically,  
like a constant headwind, this will both challenge and 
boost the competitive fitness of Swiss companies.

2  The strong dollar reflects America’s increased 
power. And a strong dollar benefits the US economy 
more than it hurts it, because this reduces its 
insatiable current account deficit.

3  Anything that benefits the US dollar also 
tarnishes gold.

4  Is a recession looming? The uniform chorus  
of negative voices creates skepticism. Schiller’s  

view of the old collapsing and new life blossoming  
in the ruins seems more plausible. This is because, 
on reflection, the Swiss economy, with its SMEs  
and its (hidden) global champions, holds a lot of 
aces. This is especially true with respect to the 
creation of a new world order, the energy transition,  
Globalization 2.0, and many global supertrends.

5  Winter is followed by spring. There is little  
to cheer investors as the year draws to a close.  
More than 80% of all global investment segments 
have recorded a loss. Years like this are not  
unusual, but they are rare. Historically, however,  
an extremely bad year for investors is usually 
followed by an above-average good year. Staying 
power is the secret to successful investing. Let’s 
hang in there.
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Implications for  
investors?

1  A good investment process beats 
individual forecasts. A strong process  
prevents fear or greed, creates staying power 
through diversification, and keeps you on  
course for your long-term strategy.

2  Risk is anything people do not understand. 
All entrepreneurs know this. But it also applies  
to investing. It is worth delegating personal asset 
management to professionals.

3  Why not? That’s what entrepreneurs  
ask themselves. This is the mindset of always 
questioning the status quo, and thoroughly 
considering new ideas. And it applies to investing, 
too. 

dollar’s strength and the explosive growth of 
international capital investments in the US are 
excellent examples of this. In an almost ironic 
reversal of roles, the Kremlin could be viewed as 
the source of the White House’s power. You 
could say, “Putin made America great again.”

In contrast to the rise of the US, Europe is in  
a weak geopolitical position. This position 
contrasts with Europe’s economic success and 
prosperity. There is no denying that Switzer-
land is at the heart of Europe, at least geo-
graphically. Will it be able to position itself 
successfully given this global turbulence? Why 
not? At nearly 20%, the US is now Switzerland’s 
most important export market, followed by 
Germany and China. This is an impressive 
reflection of the globalization and diversification 
of the Swiss economy, without any parallel  
in Europe. In view of the mixed situation around 

the world, it is perhaps tempting to  
quote Schiller:

Burkhard Varnholt
Burkhard Varnholt completed his 
doctoral studies at the University of  
St. Gallen in 1994. He has more  
than 20 years of international 
experience in managing private and 
institutional assets, with more than  
12 of these years at Credit Suisse.  
In 2003, he founded the “Kids of 
Africa” aid organization, which provides 
housing and schooling to more than 
100 orphaned children ( kids-of-africa.
com ). In 2006, he won the Swiss Re 
Civilian Service Prize for his work.  
In 2012, the Geneva School of 
Diplomacy honored him for this work 
and for his cultural activities with  
an honorary doctorate (Dr. h.c.) in 
international relations.

“What’s old collapses,  
times change,
 and new life  
 blossoms  
 in the ruins.”

Friedrich Schiller
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We present nine companies  
from a wide array of industries  
that stand out from the crowd.



Innovation
is part of everyday life for an entrepreneur. The entrepreneur’s motto:  
stay close to the market, constantly evolve, and be open to new ideas.

Companies with tradition
hold their own on the market for many years. They focus on continuity  
while at the same time anticipating new trends.

 Breaking new ground
is part of these companies’ day-to-day operations. 
And it is an important basis for their success.

Curaden ––– They don’t just sell oral hygiene products, they encourage  
people to make effective use of them.  

H2M ––– The company sees great potential in the recycling  
of mineral materials.

Galli Immobiliare ––– A company with a predominantly female team that 
takes a holistic approach to real estate to create the ideal home ambiance.
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Reitzel ––– This pickled vegetable manufacturer’s philosophy: be serious  
about your work, but don’t take yourself too seriously. 

Tenconi ––– The family-owned company manufactures over 2,000 products  
in various metalworking sectors.

Pac Team ––– The masters in the visual presentation of luxury goods believe  
in flat hierarchies and a long leash. 
 

kooky ––– kooky’s digital return-refill system is changing  
the takeout industry.

Sensirion ––– Sensirion’s environmental and flow sensor technology solutions are 
paving the way for more energy-efficient and more sustainable applications. 

Viva Group ––– This company is rethinking healthcare and fostering cooperation 
with other providers.
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Curaden

Innovation
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Brightly colored toothbrushes and blackberry- or  
gin-and-tonic-flavored toothpaste: The Curaden range  
is eye-catching. Ueli Breitschmid and his daughter  
Christine don’t market their company primarily  
as a product supplier, however. They have made it their  
mission to improve the world’s oral health.

Curaden

As an entrepreneur, what 
exactly do you do?
Ueli Breitschmid Many people 
equate being an entrepreneur 
with earning money. And,  
of course, entrepreneurs earn 
money if they do their job 
properly. But anyone thinking 
of becoming an entrepreneur 
just for the money should  
think again. We offer more 
than just products. There are 
lots of companies that  
supply toothbrushes. We have 
made it our mission to  
ensure that people across the 
world are able to take care  
of their own oral health 
proficiently.

What sets Curaden apart from 
its competitors?
U. Breitschmid I was born 
inquisitive. I never believed 
anyone just because they  
had a particular title. Curaden 
is revolutionizing oral hygiene. 
It’s not primarily about  
the products; these are the 
simplest component and 
therefore easy to copy. The art 
lies in convincing people to  
use the products properly. We 
see ourselves as purveyors  
of knowledge. The fact that 
oral hygiene is more important 
to people than it was thirty 
years ago has to do with the 
transfer of that knowledge.

C. Breitschmid There is actually  
a lot of product expertise  
out there, but unfortunately 
very few dental care products 
ultimately build on that  
know  ledge at the development 
stage. That’s something we do 
differently. 

U. Breitschmid We were the first 
to say that it’s better to use a 
“soft” toothbrush. The bristles 
on our brushes are very  
dense and this makes them  
feel like they’re soft. They’re 
flexible, don’t move about,  
and aren’t abrasive to the 
teeth. Our products also look 
attractive. This makes them  

Author ––– Evelyne Oechslin

“Curaden  
is revolutionizing 
oral hygiene.”
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“I was born  
inquisitive.  
I never believed  
anyone just  
because they  
had a particular  
title.”

Ueli Breitschmid

In terms of  
turnover, 
Curaden’s key 
product is  
toothbrushes.
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a kind of Trojan horse, ensuring 
that brushing teeth is fun and, 
of course, ensuring that our 
toothbrushes and toothpastes 
sell better.

You were founded as a dental 
supplier and now offer a 
comprehensive dental health 
range. Can you briefly outline 
how you got there?
U. Breitschmid It took us 50 years. 
It’s a stroke of luck that we 
started out in the dental supply 
trade rather than on the 
consumer market. Dentists 
knew us and knew that our 
products were sound. They are 
our key partners because  
they explain to people how to 
clean their teeth properly.  
We can’t do that on our own. 

What’s Curaden’s most 
important product?
C. Breitschmid In terms of 
turnover, it’s toothbrushes. But 
if you’re asking about our 
flagship product, then that’s 
interdental brushes. That’s 
where our expertise lies. And 
there’s still a lot of work to do.

U. Breitschmid The available 
studies indicate that if you 
don’t clean in between  
your teeth, you might as well 
quit cleaning your teeth 
altogether.

You manufacture in Switzer-
land. Is that not more costly?
C. Breitschmid With a fully 
automated plant, companies in 
Switzerland can manufacture 
at quite reasonable cost. In 

addition, we finance our 
machinery via Credit Suisse 
leasing. At Curaden, the 
additional costs are in quality 
control rather than manufac-
turing. We’re very thorough at 
every step of the process.

What are the benefits of your 
products being Swiss-made?
C. Breitschmid For many people, 
it’s a guarantee of quality  
and a promise of added value.

U. Breitschmid The fact that our 
products are Swiss-made is  
a major reason for our success 
in many countries.

What challenges are you 
currently facing?
U. Breitschmid As far as our 
mechanical products are 
concerned, we are on the right 
track and have made provisions 
for the future. They’ll keep 
working for another 30 years. 
But that’s not rocket science. 
Knowledge transfer is our 
primary task. 

C. Breitschmid Our aim is to talk 
about our mission. We want  
to be more than just a company 
that sells toothbrushes. We 
want to help change the world. 
But that also means investing  
in individual markets without 
reaping the rewards straight 
away. At the same time, 
however, we aren’t an NGO 
that focuses exclusively on 
educating people. Our commu-
nications activities remain  
a challenge. In addition, 
wher ever we are, we are a 
niche player. Whether it’s 
manual toothbrushes, electric 
toothbrushes, or toothpaste: 
Our competitors are always  
big companies.

What does the future hold?
C. Breitschmid Unsupervised 
learning and artificial intelli-
gence to transfer knowledge 
are tools that we want to make 
greater use of. 

U. Breitschmid We’re constantly 
thinking about what the  
next oral hygiene innovation 
might be. Chemistry is a 
much-discussed topic. It’s not 
easy to find a product that  
only attacks bacteria and not 
the teeth. Enzymes are an 
exciting area of research, for 
example, but I think any  
practical application would 
require some kind of mechani-
cal device. We will soon be 
launching a new product that’s 
been developed by an Israeli 
company and cleans your teeth 
automatically when you bite 
down on it. Products like that 
have been around for a while, 
but this one is truly impressive. 
It could be a breakthrough. 

Number of employees: 
over 150
Founded in: 
1954
Headquarters: 
Kriens (Canton of Lucerne)
Scope of activities: 
Oral hygiene and providing information 
on preventing dental problems

Curaden AG
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Raymond Moinat and Blaise Henry,  
members of the Board of Directors of H2M 
Exploitation, told us that they had been 
lucky in their journey with the La Plaine 
platform, from purchasing the land in 2013  
to launching its activities in 2020. Much  
like a series of events coming together like  
a puzzle, things followed on naturally,  
one after the other. It was initially a small 
project that has since taken on much bigger 
proportions, thanks to partners with  
which they have been able to find solutions 
in everyone’s interests. 

“You have to be humble in order to listen to 
others and take into account the various 
opinions. The best solutions are found when 
people put their heads together – it is the 
cornerstone of success, in my opinion,” says 
Raymond Moinat. 

Different professions combined in the 
service of a sustainable economy
Above all, the La Plaine platform is a 
meeting point of different businesses, 
creating synergies across several players 
whose aim is to eliminate all intermediate 
transport of demolition materials in  
order to recycle them, upcycle them, and 
turn them into concrete. Occupying a 
36,000 m2 site in Vufflens-la-Ville, the  
La Plaine platform, a unique and forward- 
looking concept, plans to recycle 150,000 
tons of mineral building materials per year by 
diverting them from landfills, harnessing  
the synergies of four complementary partner 
companies.

Strategically situated close to rail links and 
major building sites in Lausanne on the 
Geneva-Zurich line, the platform promotes 

H2M

There are alliances that don’t wait for an ecological  
emergency to create change in Switzerland. The  
La Plaine platform founders have long understood that the  
country’s future in terms of recycling and upgrading  
mineral materials has shifted from a partnership-based, 
environmentally friendly vision toward a sustainable economy.

Author ––– Nabila Bouzouina

La Plaine platform or  
re-recycling mineral materials 
forever

Innovation
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urban mining. Once harvested 
from nature, resources are  
now being drawn from urban 
demolition, preserving natural 
resources.

The La Plaine platform is 
spread across four intercon-
nected partner companies. 
H2M Exploitation SA is 
responsible for the recycling  
of the demolition materials 
that BGO SA uses for the 
production of concrete.  
Ecosor SA cleans up polluted  
materials. And finally, Henry 
Recycling is responsible for  
the upcycling of construction 
waste.

Entrepreneurship in  
their blood
For our two visionaries, being  
a good entrepreneur means 
having ideas, and knowing how 
to rally the troops and lead 
them toward great things. In 
addition to being visionary,  
a good entrepreneur must go 
the extra mile while keeping a 
close eye on their investments, 
their risk-taking, and their 
efforts. A mixture of boldness 
and wisdom. According to 
them, this is one of the factors 
in the success of the La Plaine 
platform.

“When you work on a project, 
you have to assume that you 
are going to make mistakes. 
But when you know your  
area well, have a feel for the 
market, and have a good 
understanding of your environ-
ment, you ultimately don’t 
stray too far off course,” sums 
up Raymond Moinat.

H2M Exploitation SA 

Number of employees: 
25
Founded in: 
2020
Headquarters: 
Vufflens-la-Ville  
(Canton of Vaud)

Scope of activities: 
Center for the revaluation  
of mineral materials
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Galli Immobiliare

Anticipating  
the housing market  

Fabiana Galli, since taking 
over as CEO of Galli Immo-
biliare in 2011 you’ve given  
this venerable company  
a new look. How have you  
been able to do that?
Fabiana Galli I changed our 
approach. In today’s world, real 
estate management alone is 
not enough. People need 
holistic, innovative residential 
options. We think holistically, 
taking into account the 
surrounding area in order to 
create the feeling of a neigh-
borhood. It’s not enough  
just to have a place to live; 
people need to feel at home. 

What does that mean, in 
practical terms?
Galli We always look at a 
building as a whole: the 
surroundings, the orientation 
of the structure, sunlight, 
whether there are green areas 
and spaces for socializing, the 
quality of the construction 
materials, and the environmen-
tal footprint. Our goal is to 
provide the best possible 
conditions for the people who 
live or work in one of our 
properties, so that they can 
stay there for a long time.  
As a result, we have very few 

vacancies, and we have been 
very successful with the initial 
letting of our properties.

The Galli Immobiliare team  
is predominantly female.  
How did that come about?
Galli I know from personal 
experience how challenging  
it is to balance the demands  
of a job and a family, and I  
wanted to create an environ-
ment that makes that possible. 

This also gave us a market 
advantage: Women tend  
to be more attuned to the 
practical aspects of a home. 
We have eight employees,  
six women and two men,  
and that makes for a positive 
working environment. 

Galli Immobiliare is part of  
a larger company. What 
advantages does that offer?
Galli Our company belongs to 
the Galli Group holding 
company, which began as a 
construction company. Over a 
period of more than 40 years,  
it developed into a group of  
six companies representing a 
variety of sectors. Being part of 
a group that shares a common 
vision and common values 
leads to certain synergies. For 
example, we take advantage  
of internal expertise when 
reviewing and optimizing the 
technical aspects of a project. 
So we act as a consultant 
rather than a service provider.

What are your next steps 
when it comes to innovation?
Galli There are many unknowns 
in the market, but we always 
try to stay a step ahead. For 
example, in the future people 
will be able to view our 
properties virtually. 

“There are many 
unknowns in  
the market, but we 
always try to  
stay a step ahead.”

Fabiana Galli

Innovation
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The Galli Immobiliare company, headquartered in Graubünden, 
sees itself as a global consultant for commercial  
and residential properties, not simply as a service provider.  

Author ––– Daria Tamagni

Galli  
Immobiliare SA

Number of employees: 
8 (6 women, 2 men)
Founded in: 
1981
Headquarters: 
Grono, Canton of Graubünden, 
with an office in Rivera,  
Canton of Ticino
Scope of activities: 
Real estate management  
and administration, promotion,  
and consulting; initial letting
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Reitzel

“Be bold, and don’t be afraid to get something wrong.  
All good entrepreneurs take risks and make mistakes.”  

Tradition
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Bernard Poupon is President  
of the Reitzel Group’s Executive  
Committee. Since 1909,  
this family-run company has  
produced pickled vegetables,  
including its well-known gherkins.

Bernard Poupon

At first I thought the term “family business”  
was trite, something of a cliché. But that’s 
precisely the strength of Reitzel – being a family 
business. Since 1909, the Reitzel and Poupon 
families have helped to write the success story 
of our company, which was founded by Hugo 
Reitzel. We currently produce some 80 million 
jars of pickles every year. The Reitzel company 
is an institution with deep roots in Switzerland.

When I took the helm in 1986, I had three main 
goals: a company that was small, professionally 
organized, and with a sense of tradition. Before 
my nephew Olivier Camille – now Reitzel’s  
CEO – joined us, I was the only member of the 
family at the company. I hired him primarily 
because of his skills, but the chemistry between 
us was right, too. We share the same values  
and the same vision.

Reitzel is a family business because it emphasizes 
the family spirit – that’s simply a fact. Two 
families hold a majority of the company’s shares. 
What’s more, we are and will remain a family- 
run SME, in the best sense of the word. As such, 
we embrace an HR policy that focuses on 
development and the courage to do what needs 
to be done. 

Top priority: Team spirit
Human beings are the heart of our company:  
We learned very early on that no company can 

After running a number of high-profile food companies,  
I found my life’s work within the family – as an entrepreneur. 
Today, more than 30 years after I joined the Reitzel Group, 
the company is resilient and confident. A reason for me to 
be very proud.

Author ––– Bernard Poupon

Courage – and  
team spirit! 
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be successful without a cohesive, motivated 
team. Our employees know each other very 
well; in many cases they have known each other 
for many years. That, too, is what it means to  
be a family business. Employees are always 
welcome to come to my office and voice their 
opinions. We try to maintain a balance between 
a positive, supportive atmosphere and perfor-
mance expectations. It’s not an easy task.

One example: Our employee Hubert Ballifard 
was set to retire after working for us for more 
than 35 years. We had such a close relationship, 
however, that we continued to employ him  
even after he officially retired. You can see his 
portrait downstairs, in the reception area. 
Unfortunately, Hubert passed away some time 
ago. He was truly a pillar of our company.

We don’t sell groundbreaking or innovative 
products; our real wealth lies in our vitality and 
passion for our work. The company owes its 
current position primarily to the women and 
men who work here.

I have always sought to ensure that all of our 
employees have the opportunity to share  
their entrepreneurial talents. Whether I have 
actually succeeded in achieving that goal,  
I can’t say. In the management committees, all 
members are free to make decisions as they  
see fit. This clearly leads to a feeling of belong-
ing – a sense of being part of a team and a 
family. A company of our size is the perfect 
setting for fostering this kind of attitude. 

Cohesion – yesterday and today
Reitzel has made me an entrepreneur in the  
true sense of the word. For several years I have 
been traveling regularly to India, where we 
purchased property and built a factory that now 
employs more than 300 people. For an entre-
preneur, there’s hardly anything better than a 
project like that – it’s simply wonderful! 

Our industry, unlike the technology sector, 
offers little opportunity for adding value or 
achieving rapid growth. Instead, we cultivate 
close relationships – with farmers (we have 
6,000 growers under contract), distribution 
specialists, and consumers. We cover the entire 

value chain, and that’s incredibly exciting,  
even when times are tough.

Like other businesses, we face enormous 
challenges: The COVID-19 pandemic, the 
commodity and energy crisis, and the labor 
shortage have regularly tested our limits.  
But such challenges also help us to grow and 
reinvent ourselves. As is typical of the food 
industry, we are resilient. Having survived 
several stormy periods, I’m confident about  
the future. Yet no one knows what 2023  
will bring, so caution is warranted.

Quality, thanks to our core values
When your business is pickles, there is little 
potential for development. Innovation is limited 
almost entirely to production technologies  
and marketing campaigns. Our industry is all 
about traditional recipes. So we have to try to 
change our customers’ consumption habits.  
It’s about finding new, sophisticated settings 
for enjoying traditional foods, for example, as 
hors d’oeuvres.
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Number of employees: 
approximately 500 
Founded in: 
1909
Headquarters: 
Aigle (Canton of Vaud)
Scope of activities: 
Processing and production of pickled  
vegetables (core business)
Noteworthy: 
Working hard without taking ourselves  
too seriously – that’s Reitzel’s philosophy.

The company’s values are essential for  
our further development. This is why we 
have focused for some time on organic and 
fair-trade products. In Switzerland,  
we have had great success recently with  
our Hugo® brand of local products. All of 
these things demonstrate our commitment 
to a sustainable economy. Consumers, for 
their part, have been attaching greater 
importance to the traceability of the food 
products they purchase – and for good 
reason. As a company, we therefore seek to 
act in a conscientious and responsible  
way to produce the best possible products 
and ensure complete transparency.

Working hard without taking ourselves  
too seriously – that philosophy sets us, and 
Reitzel, apart.

At first, Bernard Poupon thought the term “family business”  
was rather trite.

REITZEL GROUP  
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Tenconi

After 140 years in the railway sector, the family-owned Tenconi 
company has been moving into new industries. Its raw  
material, steel, remains the same, but its products are diversifying, 
and changes are happening in the company’s culture.

Author ––– Daria Tamagni

15
questions
for … Michele Beffa, CEO of Tenconi SA 

Tradition
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Tenconi
Watchlist 2023 ––– Tradition

Tenconi SA has been  
involved in steel construction 
for more than 140 years.  
This venerable company, 
headquartered in the Canton 
of Ticino, has its roots  
in the railway sector. Today  
it produces more than  
2,000 products in a number  
of different metalworking 
industries. Michele Beffa 
belongs to the fifth generation 
to lead the company.  

 Mr. Beffa, what can you tell us about Tenconi? Can you 
describe your company in three words? Passionate. Traditional. 
Innovative. For more than 140 years, you have been  
successful in the rail business. Why change? Our product and our 
culture were stagnating. We were in need of diversification and 
innovation. What sort of corporate culture are you building?  
I want my employees to know that they are appreciated, that they 
have opportunities for professional development, and that they will 
receive recognition for their achievements. I spend a great deal of 
time with my employees, and my door is always open. Motivated 
workers help the company move forward. You had a number of 
other jobs before you joined Tenconi. Why? I wanted to gain 
experience and know for sure that it was what I wanted. In a family- 
owned company with such a rich tradition, you have to give 100%, and 
you have to be certain that you really want it. What is the best 
part of working in steel construction? The raw material is always 
the same: steel. But the people and products are very diverse.
And what is the most challenging aspect of your work? Dealing 
with price pressures, since our products are not patented. How 
important is it that your company has regional roots in Ticino?  
It’s part of our history. But it’s not as important as it used to be, since 
our market is outside of our region. Which of the products  
you manufacture is your favorite? The insulated steel fishplates 
that secure and insulate the tracks. The finished product is simple, 
but the manufacturing process is complex. We are one of the few 
suppliers in the world, and without doubt the best when it comes to 
quality. How has it been possible to keep the company in the 
family for five generations? Passion. Passion. Passion. Which 
of your successes has been the most gratifying so far? Managing  
to lead the company through a difficult period that included a global 
pandemic, a war, and high inflation. And your biggest defeat?  
I once held a job for three years just for the salary. Those were the 
longest three years of my life. Who are your role models? On 
the one hand, my former boss. Even in stressful periods, he always  
put people first and was able to maintain a good work-life balance.  
I envy that. On the other hand, my parents, because of the values they 
instilled in me. As an entrepreneur, what is your biggest 
worry? In a volatile environment like ours, having enough work for 
all of our employees. What headline would you like to read 
about Tenconi? Tenconi wins an innovation prize in 2023, and is 
again named the region’s best employer. What advice would 
you give your successor? You need to have a clear sense of the kind 
of legacy you want to leave behind. That makes things easier for you 
and your team.
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Pac Team

Masters in the  
 enhancement of 
luxury goods

“For me, entrepreneurship primarily means independence.”

Alain Borle

Tradition
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Pac Team

When it comes to displaying luxury goods, product  
enhancement is key. The Pac Team Group offers a  
one-stop-shop service – from storefront to packaging.

How would you describe  
the entrepreneurial tradition 
of Pac Team Group?
Alain Borle Pac Team Group  
was founded in 1949 by my aunt, 
who was ahead of her time.  
I inherited her entrepreneurial 
genes and also internalized  
her philosophy: If you want to 
change the world, start by 
making your bed every day. 
Discipline is certainly one of 
the basic requirements for long- 
term entrepreneurial success, 
but it also takes a certain 
passion. 

Alain Borle, as CEO you  
make a lot of decisions.  
What decisions do you find  
the most challenging?
Borle The most difficult 
decisions have been when 
we’ve had to lay off employees. 
For example, during the 
pandemic, we were forced  
to restructure and this  
had implications for some  
of our staff. 

What’s the secret of your 
long-term success?
Borle We’ve managed to  
make the switch from a 
traditional family business to  
a modern company with 
around 350 employees and  
yet preserve the friendly feel  
of a small company with flat 
hierarchies. Three things that 
have remained unchanged 

down the years are our 
flexibility, our availability,  
and our ability to work under 
pressure throughout the  
entire process. If a customer 
decides they want to change 
everything and start over, 
that’s always an option. That 
also explains why customers 
always come to us when  
they have a complicated 
project.  

What do you do differently  
or better than your  
competitors?
Borle The strength of Pac Team 
Group lies in the fact that  
we have flat hierarchies and 
that allows for fast decision- 
making. And someone is  
always available, be it during 
summer vacation season  
or during the pandemic, so  
our customers always immedi-
ately have a decision-maker  
on hand. 

Where do you see the  
biggest challenges for your 
company and what do  
you do to win over your 
customers?
Borle The biggest challenges 
are material procurement  
and logistics because we’re 
expanding our production 
capacities in Europe. It’s our 
goal to reduce our dependency 
on China, not least in terms  
of our CO2 footprint.

What does entrepreneurship 
mean for you?
Borle For me, entrepreneurship 
primarily means independence. 
That’s something that we’ve 
also passed on to our branch 
offices, which have a lot of 
flexibility to act as they see fit.

What’s the next big move  
for your company?
Borle Setting up the Pac Team 
Middle East division. We’re 
going to open a new branch 
office in Qatar. I’ll be going  
to the Middle East for six 
months to oversee the project. 
This proves once again that 
made in Switzerland is a seal  
of quality.  

Pac Team SA 

Number of employees: 
350 across 8 sites
Founded in: 
1949
Headquarters: 
Cugy (Canton of Vaud)
Scope of activities: 
Enhancement of luxury goods

Author ––– Fabian Baer
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 “To go,”  
but sustainably

kooky

kooky cups can be reused up to 500 times.

New 
pathways
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 “To go,”  
but sustainably

Returns need to be as easy as possible
It was Max Zott, one of the other two co-found-
ers of kooky, who consulted his colleague Torge 
Barkholtz on how to make analog recycling 
systems smarter at the beginning of 2021. The 
latter was an expert on the recycling economy 
and electromobility, and had extensive experi-
ence as a startup founder. Shortly thereafter, 
they brought Dmytro Boguslavskyy on board to 
serve as CTO; along with an experienced team, 
he handles the technical side of the business. 

In contrast to other reuse systems, kooky focuses 
on the infrastructure. “People will only return 
the cups if it’s convenient,” Torge Barkholtz 
explains. The containers for returns need to be 
readily accessible and located in places where 
there is a lot of foot traffic, such as train stations 
and public squares. At present, kooky cups can 
be found at more than 220 businesses and 
returned at 190 locations throughout Switzerland.

Before long, kooky was able to win over investors 
and large companies, including SBB, Valora,  
and Coop. In April 2022, the startup also secured 
EUR 6 million in funding, allowing it to expand 
to Germany and Austria. Sites are currently 
being established in Munich and Vienna, and 
kooky is recruiting both new talent and experi-
enced personnel. In Switzerland, new partners 
are being added on a regular basis – Torge 
Barkholtz and his business partners are even 
holding talks with beverage industry giants  

The word “kooky” suggests something that  
is unconventional and even crazy. The company’s 
name wasn’t just picked at random, according  
to CEO and co-founder Torge Barkholtz. We 
visited him in Zurich West, where kooky has its 
headquarters in an older building with fashion-
able loft offices. “We were looking for a short,  
catchy name that had nothing to do with recy-
cling or reuse,” says the CEO. “kooky is about a 
lifestyle.” The idea behind it is anything but 
crazy. “With our digital recycling system and 
infrastructure for handling returns, we are 
transforming the recycling of take-away bever-
age containers and bringing it to a new level.”

The idea behind kooky is actually very simple: 
Instead of using a disposable cup, consumers  
get their take-away beverages in one of kooky’s 
reusable containers, and when they are  
finished they return it to one of many publicly 
accessible return stations. The company  
empties the stations, cleans the cups, and then 
delivers them to its partner companies. kooky 
has created a digital platform showing the 
locations of the take-away businesses that use 
kooky cups and the stations where they can  
be returned. Upon purchasing a drink, customers 
pay a deposit of CHF 1 and scan the cup’s  
QR code with their cell phones. When the cup  
is returned, the deposit is credited digitally. 
Customers can choose to have the deposit 
transferred to their bank accounts or to donate 
that amount to an environmental organization. 

kooky

The startup kooky is shaking up the take-away industry 
with its digital system for recycling beverage containers. 
With an ingenious infrastructure for handling returns,  
this Zurich-based company is expanding beyond  
Switzerland to conquer the German and Austrian markets. 

Author ––– Michelle Russi
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like Starbucks. In the future, 
customers should be able  
to buy a cup of coffee at 
Starbucks and then deposit the 
Starbucks-brand cup in one  
of kooky’s containers, returning 
it to the system for recycling. 
“We have consciously chosen 
an open system so that other 
providers can participate and take advantage 
of our logistics,” says CEO Barkholtz,  
“The goal is to avoid siloed solutions.” This 
means that partner companies are still  
able to provide their own products, but all  
of the logistics – returns, collection, and 
cleaning – is handled by kooky.

“We’re not a new-cup supplier.”
According to Torge Barkholtz, the response 
to kooky on the part of the food and beverage 
industry, investors, and customers has been 
so positive because the company’s approach 
is in tune with the times. Disposable dishes 
and enormous piles of trash are no longer 
acceptable in the modern world. “Many 
com panies, but also cities, universities, and 

other institutions, recognize that they need  
to do something about these issues, but  
this requires a holistic solution and the corre-
sponding infrastructure.” 

Environmental considerations also played a 
central role in the development of kooky’s cups. 
The cups are made in Germany from pollu tant-
free polypropylene (PP) and can be reused  
up to 500 times. “The kooky cup’s environmental 
footprint is considerably better than that of 
single-use cups,” Torge Barkholtz points out. 
When they reach the end of their useful life,  
the cups are granulated and the material is 
returned to the materials loop. To keep carbon 
emissions low, kooky uses cargo bicycles to 
collect and deliver the cups.

 CEBS AG

“kooky” suggests something that is unconventional. 
The name wasn’t chosen at random.
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kooky has consciously chosen an approach  
that differs from that of other providers.”  
“We’re not a new-cup supplier; instead, we  
offer a simple, recyclable alternative to existing 
disposables,” Barkholtz explains. “As long as 
disposables exist, reusables will always have a 
hard time.” He points out that kooky is meant  
for everyone, from bankers to students to 
commuters: “It may sound corny, but every one 
of us can help make the world a better place.” 
kooky is making that possible, he says, without 
requiring consumers to give up their lifestyle 
involving take-away beverages.

Strength of implementation and new ideas
One reason for kooky’s success is that the 
company has focused from the very beginning  

on its core area of competence, outsourcing 
other business areas such as HR and accounting. 
As Torge Barkholtz explains, “I learned from 
starting other businesses in the past how 
important it is to focus on team building early 
on.” With a total of 30 employees in seven 
locations – Zurich, Bern, Basel, St. Gallen, 
Berlin, Munich, and Vienna – the company is 
still relatively small. In today’s challenging 
market environment, however, CEO Barkholtz 
sees its size as an advantage. A small com pany 
like kooky can respond quickly to change.  
The labor shortage in the food and beverage 
sector is one example: kooky responded by 
introducing a self-service machine that gives 
customers access to kooky cups whenever  
they choose. 

“The kooky team is notable for the strength of 
its implementation,” Torge Barkholtz points  
out. “This has allowed us to achieve a great deal 
in a short period of time.” What’s more, he  
and his colleagues have “countless other ideas”  

about how kooky’s journey can continue. 
Curiosity about new solutions is what drives the 
company, he says – true to the motto “stay 
hungry, stay foolish, stay kooky,” he adds with  
a grin.

 “Disposable dishes and enormous piles of trash 
are no longer acceptable in the modern world.”

Torge Barkholtz

Number of employees: 
30
Founded in: 
2021
Headquarters: 
Zurich
Scope of activities: 
kooky offers a digital recycling system 
for take-away beverages, featuring 
the company’s own infrastructure for 
handling returns.

 CEBS AG
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Sensirion

Originally an ETH Zurich spin-off, 
Sensirion has become a global 
leader in the manufacture of 
sensor solutions. According to 
Marc von Waldkirch, exploring 
new pathways – from developing 
new technologies to shaping the 
company’s corporate culture – is 
part of Sensirion’s DNA.  

Anyone who writes about a successful com  -
pany has to ask what makes that company  
different – or better – than its competitors. 
Sensirion, a high-tech enterprise from Stäfa, 
Switzerland, that specializes in sensors, is clearly 
successful. The facts speak for themselves: 
Originally an ETH Zurich startup, the company 
has become a global leader in the production  
of humidity and temperature sensors, and 
maintains production sites in four countries. 
Sensirion develops and produces sensor solutions 
for nearly every aspect of our lives, including 
medical technology, industrial applications, 

consumer electronics, and the automotive 
industry. The company has always invested a 
great deal in research and development, and its 
current growth is primarily in the environ-
mental sector, where its sensors are used for 
such things as measuring indoor air quality.

Interdisciplinary and performance-oriented
So what are the reasons for Sensirion’s success? 
CEO Marc von Waldkirch attributes it mainly  
to the company’s corporate culture: “Employees 
are our most important asset; in a healthy 
culture, with the right people, innovation takes 
place almost automatically.” An interdisciplinary 
approach is needed in the production of sensors. 
At Sensirion, engineers from a variety of fields 
work alongside specialists, including physicists, 
software developers, and polymechanics. Simply 
working well together is not enough, however.  
A clear focus on performance is also an important 
feature of Sensirion. “We want to be in the 
Champions League of sensor technology and 
compete successfully in the international arena,” 
says Marc von Waldkirch. “That means constantly 
reinventing ourselves.”

To encourage the best skilled workers to join 
Sensirion, the company works closely with ETH 
Zurich and other universities. The aim is to 
increase Sensirion’s visibility among students. As 
the CEO points out, there is a great deal of 
competition from other companies in the Zurich 
region: “We are in a constant battle to attract 
talented workers.”

Looking first at opportunities
Another factor in Sensirion’s success is its 
openness to new ideas. The company promotes 
an approach that focuses attention first on 
opportunities, and only then considers possible 
risks, Marc von Waldkirch says. “We regularly 
review our processes, and we’re willing to depart 
from the beaten track and break new ground.” 
During the COVID-19 pandemic, Sensirion did 
everything in its power to meet a steep rise  
in demand for the sensors used in ventilators. 
Within just a few weeks, it was able to in crease 
production of these sensors by a factor of ten. 
“Projects like this demonstrate our ability  
to respond quickly to the needs of the market,” 
CEO von Waldkirch explains.

Author ––– Michelle Russi

Sensors for a 
measurably 
better future  
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Number of employees: 
approximately 1,100 
(two-thirds of them in Switzerland)
Founded in: 
1998
Headquarters: 
Stäfa (Canton of Zurich; production sites 
in Stäfa, Shanghai, Debrecen, and Seoul)
Scope of activities: 
Leading manufacturer of high-quality 
sensors

Sensirion AG

“To compete in the international  
arena, you need outstanding workers 
and a culture that embraces innovation.”

Marc von Waldkirch
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Less silo thinking, more networking – that’s what Viva Group AG 
stands for. The company is reimagining the care sector and focusing 
on what individual regions actually need.

Author ––– Evelyne Oechslin

15
questions
for … Christian Gyger (left)  und Roland Brun (right),  

Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors of Viva Group AG

Viva Group

New 
pathways
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 What is the best part of working in the healthcare sector?  
Christian Gyger It’s all about providing effective support for people in 
challenging situations. This is what motivates us. What 
developments are you currently seeing in the industry? Roland Brun  
More and more, services are concentrated in central hospitals.  
That requires new approaches to providing care in individual  
regions. What were the origins of Viva Group AG? B It began 
with Solviva, a family-owned business. We have always been active  
in the traditional nursing home sector; today we are focusing more on 
specialized care. What three values does your company embody?  
B It is family-focused, innovative, and solution-oriented. In 
what way are you breaking new ground? G Our family of companies 
is making a lot of changes; we are designing and operating new  
kinds of healthcare centers, and we are growing rapidly. We are 
looking to add 150 employees by 2025. B Many service providers in 
the healthcare system operate in silos. We are seeking service-related 
and infrastructural synergies with other providers. In what 
areas do you outperform your competitors? G It’s not about 
competition. Our specialized care services fill existing gaps in the 
care sector, and we have the internal expertise needed to build  
and operate healthcare centers. What is your professional 
background? B I began my career in the healthcare sector, and was 
involved in organizational and management consulting, then in  
site and market development. G I completed an apprenticeship in 
banking. After earning a degree in economics, I joined the family 
business. I took over as its head in 2010. How important is it  
to you that the company is family-owned? B The term doesn’t 
simply refer to the family that founded the company. We see ourselves  
as an enterprise that embraces family values. How would you 
describe your leadership style? G Hierarchies are of little  
significance. We attach great importance to trust, fairness, and 
creative freedom. What has been your biggest challenge so 
far? B Generational change. Willi Gyger died suddenly in a cycling 
accident. We have kept his spirit alive, while still taking the  
company in a new direction. If you had one wish, what would  
it be? G I would wish for greater appreciation of the healthcare 
profession. It’s a wonderful profession. What are the biggest 
challenges facing you right now? B Dealing with the rapid growth 
we’re currently experiencing. G Finding employees.  
What headline would you like to see about the Viva Group AG?  
B A partner for innovative healthcare solutions. Where will the 
Viva Group AG be in five years? B It will have built two or three 
more institutions, and doubled the number of beds and employees.  
G Despite our growth, we will have maintained our values and 
remained true to our philosophy. 

Viva Group AG, head-
quartered in Lucerne, has  
250 employees. It designs, 
builds, and operates 
healthcare, nursing care,  
and residential centers  
for people in a variety of life 
situations. Subsidiaries  
Solviva and Cereviva specialize 
in housing for the elderly  
as well as specific types of 
care, such as post-discharge 
treatment and care for 
individuals with brain injuries.

Viva Group
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Andreas Steinle has been conducting 
research into trends and the future  
for nearly 20 years. He is the founder 
and managing director of Zukunfts-
institut Workshop GmbH in Frankfurt. 
As part of his everyday work, he  
looks at what society and businesses 
can do to move forward.

Andreas Steinle

“Curiosity is one of the most undervalued 
resources at companies. Curious  
employees willingly break away from  
routines. They know there is no  
point in responding to tomorrow’s  
challenges with yesterday’s solutions.” 
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1  With the right understanding of diversity,  
companies can benefit enormously from hybrid  
forms of work.

4  Curiosity helps entrepreneurs think differently  
to the world around them and discover the unknown. 
This leads to innovation.

2  Hybrid work entails the risk of falling into  
the acceleration trap. A growth mindset can help 
prevent this.

5  Clients are increasingly demanding circularity. 
Businesses must prepare for this.

3  The more curious employees are, the more  
successful a company will be.

Section 2: What makes an entrepreneur?

Conclusions from this chapter
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Author ––– Prof. Dr. Heike Bruch

What  
managers  
need  
to keep  
in mind
Many businesses have adopted  
hybrid work models. Although  
it offers a number of advantages,  
flexible working also holds  
the potential for conflict. How  
can managers address such  
conflict proactively?
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The COVID pandemic turned the world of  
work on its head. Hybrid working models, which 
only a few businesses had embraced before  
the pandemic, are now a regular feature at most 
companies. Many employees have had positive 
experiences with remote work and working from 
home, enjoying more freedom, managing their 
own time, and finding that they get their work 
done faster and are generally more innovative. 
In our research at the Institute for Leadership 
and Human Resource Management (IFPM)  
at the University of St. Gallen, we are seeing  
that traditional business values such as trust, 
honesty, integrity, and authenticity are essential 
in hybrid work contexts, but at the same time 
they are also threatened by it. In this article, I 
would like to use two scenarios to illustrate how 
businesses can identify challenges that may  
arise within the context of hybrid working and 
how suitable leadership strategies can avert 
problems.

Properly understanding 
diversity 
In a hybrid working environ-
ment, companies must  
develop the ability to handle 
diversity in a positive way.  
This is important because 
employees do not all have the 
same freedom to choose  
where and when they work. 
While it may be easy for some 
to work from home, others 
must be physically present to 
do their jobs. Managers  
should therefore try to prevent 
rifts by cultivating an under-
standing of fairness and 
diversity based on the princi-
ple of providing solutions 
tailored to individuals rather 
than the same solution for 
everyone.

Heike Bruch sees great potential in  
hybrid work models. But only if  
managers provide proper support.
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Increasingly diverse preferences must be taken 
into account, for instance, between different 
generations, people with different family 
situations, and different personality types. In 
companies where diversity skills are lacking,  
the rise of hybrid work has brought with it 
increased discrimination, tension, and frustration. 
Since younger generations in particular tend  
to place higher value on flexible and remote 
work, the situation is rife for generational conflict. 
Therefore, managers need to pay particular 
attention to the expectations of different 
generations. To prevent differing preferences 
and ways of working from clashing and instead 
to harness them for greater productivity, we 
recommend addressing these preferences openly 
within the team. All employees should define 
their personal preferences first for themselves 
and then share them with the team.

Prevent burnout
A second major challenge arises from a phe-
nomenon known as the acceleration trap,  
or collective burnout within an organization.  
In this scenario, a majority of employees  
feel that they are working too much, priorities 
are unclear, or they are constantly operating  
at their limit. Common causes include a lack of 
clear priorities, too little appreciation of their 
contributions, and excessive stress. Companies 
need to start by addressing precisely these 
causes. As an example, managers and employees 
could work together to reset priorities by 
identifying activities that do not add value and 
seeking ways to either simplify or eliminate 
them. It is also beneficial to change the way we 
deal with mistakes. Entrepreneurs can act as 
role models here. One case in point is Google’s 
wellbeing manifesto, which was established  
in fall 2021 to reduce stress and fear of failure 
among the company’s workforce. It is essen-
tially a list that says “it’s okay” to have a bad day 
or a poor Wi-Fi connection. 

Another measure to avoid burnout within the 
company is the promotion of a growth mindset. 
People who have a growth mindset strive to 
learn new things, seek out challenges in the 
interest of personal growth, and accept that they 
will and do make mistakes. As our longitudinal 
study at the University of St. Gallen* shows, 
employees with a growth mindset experienced 
far less stress and emotional fatigue. By com-
parison, people with a fixed mindset will 
typically cling to existing skillsets, avoid risk, 
and try to be perfect or convey expertise. 

Traditional work contexts have tended to 
promote a fixed mindset. But in view of the 
modern requirements of hybrid work cultures, a 
fixed mindset is a hindrance. The sense that  
one must be perfect, that one cannot make any 
mistakes, and that one must rely only on existing 
knowledge prevents continuous learning and 
results in increased stress for everyone on the 
team. According to our longitudinal study, 
companies still have considerable potential in 
this regard. In 2019, only a minority of managers 
and employees had a growth mindset (26%).

* The University of St. Gallen’s longitudinal study on new work  
and culture surveyed more than 93,000 people from over 500 Swiss, 
German, and Austrian companies between 2016 and 2022.
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Prof. Dr. Heike Bruch is a professor  
of leadership and director of the 
Institute for Leadership and Human 
Resource Management (IFPM) at  
the University of St. Gallen. Among the 
topics her research focuses on are 
leadership, energy and engagement, 
and new models for management  
and work. Heike Bruch is also the 
founder of energy factory St. Gallen,  
a consulting firm specializing in 
leadership and cultural transformation. 

Heike Bruch

Five key takeaways on 
dealing with hybrid work
1  Establish a positive  

understanding of diversity.

4  Work together to  
set priorities to prevent burnout.

2  Openly discuss different 
preferences and personality  
types in the team.

5  Promote a mindset that  
is open to new ideas and allows 
people to make mistakes.

3  Keep generational  
differences in mind.
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curious?

Are you 

Curiosity helps us live a happy and successful life. In a  
company, it enables people to work together more  
successfully in teams, increases innovation, and boosts 
profitability. Are you skeptical about that assertion?  
That’s a good thing – curious people aren’t satisfied  
with overly hasty answers. Researcher Andreas Steinle  
discusses the dimensions of curiosity. 
 
Fundamentally, curiosity is about exploring uncharted  
territory, as the people we interviewed on this  
topic – a pioneer in producing electric delivery vehicles  
and the founder of a startup that produces screen  
and solar components – know very well. 

Author ––– Andreas Steinle
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We’ve all heard people say, 
“We’ve always done it like this”  
or “Never change a winning 
team.” Many appear to have a 
deep-seated desire to keep  
things as they are. Why is that?  
To put it simply, maintaining  
the status quo allows the brain  
to conserve energy. From an 
evolutionary perspective, it makes 
perfect sense. When our brains 
aren’t occupied, they can devote 
all of their energy to running  
away from the saber-toothed 
tiger. The good news is that 
saber-toothed tigers are no longer 
a threat. Unfortunately, however, 
our brains still have a mechanism 
designed to conserve resources. 
This is extremely dangerous for a 
company. When employees cling 
to their routines and are afraid of 
change, organizations lose the 
ability to adapt and innovate. This 
is all the more true today, in a 
world of great uncertainty. 

Studies like the one conducted by Dr. Patrick 
Mussel, a pioneer in the field of curiosity 
research, and the technology and science 
company Merck have made one thing very clear: 
The more curious a company’s workforce is,  
the more successful the business will be. But 
why? Curious employees bring with them 
certain basic characteristics that are important 
in a changing work environment. Rather than 
trying to find the “right” answer, they look  
for answers that are intriguing and even exciting. 
Curious people are willing to shake up their 
routines, and they love lifelong learning. 

The four dimensions of curiosity
It pays to have as many curious employees as 
possible. Research clearly shows that there can 
never be “too much” curiosity. And in contrast  
to what you might think, curiosity does not lead 

to irresponsible behavior. On the contrary, 
curious people are more conscientious and 
willing to work longer to find a solution. 
Work-related curiosity has four dimensions: 

1. Knowledge gaps drive progress – as people 
recognize a gap and think about abstract or  
complex ways to solve the problem and eliminate 
the gap. This process triggers a neural burst  
of positive messages and is the reason why we 
are no longer sitting in caves, but instead in 
(home) offices. 

2. The joy of discovery – a passion for 
acquiring new knowledge and information while 
at work; this leads to pleasure in learning and 
growing. 

“Too much routine makes companies sluggish. A passion for discovery, 
on the other hand, allows them to grow. Tools for promoting  
creativity like ‘Meet the Monster’ are helpful in this context.”
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3. Openness to the ideas of other people – 
appreciating diverse perspectives and the ideas 
of others and making conscious efforts to find 
new ways to solve a problem. Given that we have 
certain ingrained ways of thinking, shaped  
by our society and culture, it’s important to seek 
out other perspectives so that we are better  
able to find solutions.

4. A tolerance for tension – a willingness to 
accept the unease and discomfort that come 
with exploring things that are new, unfamiliar, 
and uncertain. Curious people are better able  
to deal with change and the stress it can cause. 

Curiosity as a turbocharger for innovation
Curiosity is also about asking uncomfortable 
questions. For example, what relevance does my 
company have for the future?  

Inno vation researchers have come to one 
important conclusion: Well-established compa-
nies almost always fail when competing to 
produce groundbreaking innovations. They have 
a hard time integrating disruptive technological 
change into their business strategies. There  
are many examples of this phenomenon – most 
notably the Kodak company, once a global 
enterprise. 

The curiosity of established companies focuses 
primarily on established markets and customers. 
But this is precisely what leads to the paradox  
of the “innovator’s dilemma,” a term coined  
by innovation researcher Clayton Christensen: 
Ultimately, it is precisely what has made a 
company great that causes its downfall. Curiosity 
offers a way out of this dilemma. The impor-
tance of leadership in that context should not  
be underestimated. In all of Christensen’s 
studies, there wasn’t a single case of a company  
successfully implementing disruptive change 
without the personal support and full attention 
of the CEO. 

Be honest: Can you envision a successful 
entrepreneur who lacks curiosity? Of course not. 
But pioneers like Oprah Winfrey, Steve Jobs,  
and Richard Branson have not built successful 
companies solely on the strength of their own 
curiosity. They have found curious people to 
work with them and put their ideas into practice. 
This is the challenge for tomorrow’s entrepre-
neurs: finding curious employees and colleagues, 
especially in times of demographic change  
and a shrinking workforce. So if you have an 
important job to fill in the near future, find out 
whether the person you are interviewing is 
highly curious.

Andreas Steinle is the founder 
and managing director of 
Zukunftsinstitut Workshop 
GmbH in Frankfurt. He  
helps companies find ways  
to meet the challenges of  
the future. Steinle holds a 
degree in communications and 
is a member of the interna-
tional Curiosity Council of the 
research company Merck.

Andreas Steinle
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Duga Hoti says that he’s not an inventor in the 
traditional sense. “But I like to get to the bottom 
of complex things,” he adds. It’s the unknown 
that drives Hoti, CEO of Flux Mobility. Even as  
a child he was curious, he explains, telling  
the story of how he tried to repair his two older 
brothers’ moped when he was 12 years old:  
“I didn’t understand why they couldn’t do it 
themselves.” So he sat down and looked for  
the problem, trying anything he could think  
of. “This is still my approach,” Hoti says. “I like  
to try new things, test ideas, and learn the 
appropriate lessons.” 

Duga Hoti and his business partner, Bill 
Zollinger, asked themselves “why” when they 
were contemplating the idea of electric  
utility vehicles. Why shouldn’t the market be  
just as open to electrically powered vans as  
it is to electric passenger vehicles? In April 2021, 
the two automotive engineers launched Flux 
Mobility to develop and build emission-free light 
commercial vehicles, weighing between 3.5 and 
5.5 tons. Under a development cooperation 
agreement with the German commercial vehicle 
manufacturer MAN, the startup delivered its  
first electric vans in August 2022. The series 
production of up to 1,000 vehicles, in coopera-
tion with MAN, is to take place by 2024. 

Admiration for Einstein
Duga Hoti believes that curiosity is a crucial 
factor in success: “Success always comes  

from people who challenge things,” he observes. 
He’s thinking of Steve Jobs, for example.  
While Jobs didn’t invent the iPhone himself,  
by challenging what was familiar he played an 
essential role in its development. Or Albert 
Einstein: “I think he was a perfect example of  
an entrepreneur because he dared to think 
differently from the world around him,” Hoti 
says, “and because Einstein’s way of thinking  
led to the emergence of new kinds of jobs.“

The work of this 30-year-old entrepreneur was 
inspired by his role models. “I challenge my 
colleagues’ ideas, but I also offer my own,” he 
says, adding that constructive dialogue is crucial, 
as is the right balance between a passion for 
innovation and a more conservative approach. 
Both are necessary for bringing products to  
the market. “After all,” he observes, “you could 
go on forever tweaking a product.” This is why, 
for example, Flux Mobility uses drive batteries 
produced by another company, although the 
team could develop its own.

Duga Hoti studied automotive technology at the Bern 
University of Applied Sciences, Engineering, and 
Information Technology in Biel, and previously worked 
for the commercial vehicle manufacturer MAN and  
for Designwerk in Winterthur. Hoti, 30, went into 
business for himself in 2021, joining Bill Zollinger  
in launching Flux Mobility AG. The startup  
designs and builds light commercial e-vehicles like 
vans. Flux Mobility currently employs 21 people  
at its headquarters in Winterthur.

Duga Hoti has always been driven by the question of why.  
Today his curiosity is an important factor in the success  
of his young company Flux Mobility, which designs electric 
utility vehicles.

Duga Hoti

Author ––– Michelle Russi

“Success always  
comes from people who  
challenge things.”
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Goodbye diesel, 
hello electric
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Displays  
that  
light up  
the world  

For Norman Lüchinger (left) and Samuel Halim (right), research is the top priority.
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As the famous saying goes, “Knowledge is 
power.” Samuel Halim, founder of Avantama, is 
glad that this doesn’t hold true in science. For 
him, “Science is always about what is not yet 
known.” In his company, employees’ curiosity is 
the basis of all innovation. “To stimulate inno-
vation, we must give them exciting problems to 
work on and provide them with the right 
conditions to do so.”

Halim adds that, at the same time, it is important 
not to get too lost in detail during the develop-
ment process. That is what differentiates science 
from business. “As a company, our primary goal  
is to come up with a product that works and that 
we can reproduce. We don’t need to know 
exactly why it works. At this point, too much 
curiosity can be a hindrance and cost money,”  
he explains.

More colorful, brighter, and more energy 
efficient
Both Avantama founders Samuel Halim and 
Norman Lüchinger and their team experiment 
with chemicals, just one gram of which can  
make a display 30% more colorful, brighter,  
and more energy efficient. The second techno-
logical string to the company’s bow are solar 
cells imprinted on plastic film. This is a simple 
and efficient process that makes solar cells 
flexible.

While their solar technology is already on  
the market, their display components are still 
awaiting market launch. This elicits a sense  
of reverence in Halim, “Well-known names  
from Asia such as Samsung and Lenovo dominate 
the market. Entering the market as a small  
Swiss company is like making a first ascent.”

Halim is confident about the prototype, which 
his company recently built. “We were very 
relieved when we saw it. We saw with our own 
eyes that it worked. The most expensive high-
end monitors pale in comparison,” he says 
confidently. Now it is a matter of selling the 
technology. It is to his advantage that he’s 
naturally curious about other people. “When  
I talk to customers, I want to find out exactly 
what they want. That excites a natural curiosity 
in me.” His business partner Norman Lüchinger 
ticks differently, his curiosity is focused more on 
the technical aspects. “We’re like two halves  
of the same brain,” says Halim, describing how 
they work together.

Samuel Halim founded Avantama in 2008 together 
with Norman Lüchinger. Back then, the two  
materials scientists were working on their dissertations 
at ETH Zurich. Avantama develops new materials  
for solar cells and displays. The company has  
30 employees. It is currently researching chemicals 
that make displays more colorful, brighter, and  
more energy efficient.

Without curiosity, there is no science. That is the motto of 
Avantama, the company whose materials could soon  
revolutionize display technology. Samuel Halim explains  
how innovations occur and why too much curiosity can  
also be a hindrance.

Samuel Halim

Author ––– Evelyne Oechslin

“Our employees’  
curiosity is the basis  
of all innovation.” 
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Nicholas Hänny (left) and Sebastian Lanz (right) have worked together as manufacturer and retailer for many years.



Persönlichkeit ––– Gegensätze

Both of these men are pioneers when it comes to fair  
fashion in Switzerland, both would welcome a new word  
for “sustainable,” and both see great potential in the  
concept of circular fashion. There is much to discuss when  
Sebastian Lanz of RRRevolve and Nicholas Hänny of Nikin  
sit down to talk. But the retailer and the clothing manu-
facturer see some things through slightly different lenses.

Authors ––– Evelyne Oechslin and Michelle Russi

Profile ––– Mindset

Two of the  
faces of  
sustainable 
fashion
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Hänny This feedback was very 
helpful to us at the time. In 
2018, when my business partner 
Robin Gnehm and I first went 
to RRRevolve, our focus was 
on planting one tree for every 
piece of clothing. Although we 
were already trying to source 
sustainable materials and keep 
our production as local as 
possible, we were not yet 
where we are today. It was a 
process. And we want to keep 
on improving in this area.

You were both members of  
the scouts. How did that 
experience shape your work 
today?
Lanz I think there’s definitely  
a connection. In the scouts, 
you learn to care for the 
environment. The credo is  
to leave every place better  
than you found it.

Hänny I agree. Nature and 
social aspects like helping one 
another are also important 
themes in the scouts.

How did you end up in the 
fashion industry?
Lanz I used to be in the luxury 
watch sector, but I began  
to increasingly question the 
purpose of it. So I built an 
online store for sustainable 
fair-trade products. Clothing 

Let’s start with an easy 
question: What do you think  
of each other’s outfits? 

(Both stand up and look  
at each other.)
Nicholas Hänny I really like 
Sebastian’s outfit, especially 
his shirt. It’s chic, but not  
elitist or business-like. And  
the shoes are cool.

Sebastian Lanz Thanks. My shirt 
is from a Swiss designer and 
the shoes are vegan leather.  
I know your clothes very well, 
of course, and I like them  
a lot.

Hänny I’m dressed from head  
to toe in Nikin – apart from my 
underwear.

Lanz Fortunately RRRevolve is 
in Nikin’s retailer pool. Your 
clothes sell very well through 
our stores because they fit  
our target group perfectly. 
There are a lot of basics, but 
they make a statement.

You’ve known each other for  
a while. How did your  
collaboration develop?
Lanz At first the Nikin brand 
didn’t fulfill all of our sustain-
ability criteria. Even though  
we liked their idea in principle, 
we couldn’t add the products 
to our range while staying true 
to our values.

was one part of that. Supply 
and demand were admittedly 
quite low in the beginning.  
We sold a few freaky labels 
from Berlin to a few freaky 
people from Zurich. (laughs)

Hänny For us it was a coinci-
dence. I didn’t have much  
of an interest in fashion myself. 
Robin was interested in  
design in general, but not 
specifically in fashion. We 
started with a gym bag and a 
beanie because they were  
easy to produce. But Nikin 
could have just as easily 
become a tent brand. Our 
motivation was to create  
something of our own and  
to give it purpose. This is  
where the idea for planting 
trees came from.

Sustainability has become  
a real buzzword since then. 
What does “sustainable”  
mean for you?
Lanz We use the word ten times 
a day. I’d actually love for  
there to be a new word, one 
that is clearly set apart from 
greenwashing and that only 
certified companies could  
use. We have defined precise 
sustainability criteria for 
brands and products to help  
us narrow down the meaning  
of the term more clearly. 

“When we started in 2010, the demand  
for sustainable fashion was very low.  
We sold a few freaky labels from Berlin  
to a few freaky people from Zurich.”

Sebastian Lanz
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conditions for manufacturers 
are tremendously difficult. 
Prices for organic cotton,  
for example, have increased 
significantly, and certain 
suppliers can’t deliver any 
more than they already are, 
because now the big fashion 
brands are focusing more 
on sustainable products too. 
Demand is growing faster  
than supply at the moment.
 
Hänny For us, it’s difficult to be 
sustainable and at the same 
time be able to scale up. We 
wanted to partner with a larger 
store in Germany, for example, 
but they will only sell the 
products if they are packaged 
in plastic. Another challenge  

Broadly speaking, we look to 
see that each product is 
harmless to humans and the 
environment, from production 
through use to disposal. And 
we aim to be as transparent as 
possible at every level.

Hänny We also use the term 
“sustainability” very often in 
our communication. But, in  
all honesty, the word has done 
us a lot of good. In general,  
the understanding of what  
it means for a product to be 
sustainable has changed 
enormously. Five years ago,  
a T-shirt with just 5% organic 
cotton could be sold as 
sustainable, and everyone 
thought that was great.  

And no one asked us for a  
long time if we were actually 
planting the trees we’d 
promised. But people have 
become more critical and are 
challenging things more.  
And that’s how it should be.

Lanz I think so, too. Things 
have come a long way. Demand 
and supply have gone way up. 
In the beginning, I had to 
search for suitable labels, but 
now I get 150 lookbooks  
from new labels with complete 
collections every year.

What challenges are you 
facing right now?
Lanz The industry is always in 
flux. Right now general 

Nicholas Hänny (31) and business 
partner Robin Gnehm are the  
brains behind the lifestyle brand Nikin. 
The brand was founded in 2016  
and now has 50 employees. It is  
best known for its promise to plant  
a tree for every product sold.  
Nicholas Hänny was once a scout  
too, where he was called Zazoo after 
the bird in “The Lion King.”

Nicholas Hänny

Sebastian Lanz (43) founded the  
fair trade company RRRevolve  
as a one-man operation in 2010.  
Today RRRevolve employs 43 people 
and runs an online store as well  
as two retail stores in Zurich and one  
in Bern. The three Rs stand for  
reduce, reuse, recycle. Sebastian Lanz 
was in the scouts as a kid. His scout 
name was Pyro.

Sebastian Lanz



is that the desire for a circular 
fashion sector is growing but 
the economy is not yet ready. 
Some materials just aren’t 
sustainable yet.

Lanz Circularity is definitely an 
important topic, particularly  
in fashion. If a piece of clothing 
is in bad shape, it might still  
be mendable, but an effective 
recycling system for fashion 
does not yet exist – except for 
jeans. This area needs to be 
developed much further in the 
coming years.

Speaking of the future, what 
does it hold for the sustainable 
fashion industry?
Hänny One thing that we’ll 
definitely be dealing with for 
some time to come is the  
idea of net zero, or rather CO2 
compensation, although I 
personally think that compen-
sation is not the answer. At 
least not until there are 
globally standardized require-
ments. I also assume there  
will be consolidation in the 
market as more brands go 
bankrupt.

Lanz That’s right. Startups  
that are financed by investors  
are having a hard time right 
now. We are hearing from all 
sides that companies are 

having trouble getting  
financing. Some of them will 
go under as a result.

And what are the next steps 
for RRRevolve and Nikin?
Lanz After five intense years of 
growth, we are planning for  
a boring 2023. We’re working 
on consolidation and better 
internal structures, nothing too 
exciting. But then we have  
had this plan many times before 
and abandoned it because 
we’ve always had new ideas to 
explore. Let’s see if I can hold 
myself back this time. (laughs)

Hänny We would like to hit  
two million trees in the spring. 
Besides that, pretty much 
anything could happen. Of 
course, it all depends on how  
it goes with our first crowd 
investing project.

Is there something you are 
hoping for personally or a  
plan that you would still like  
to see through?
Hänny Honestly? I’m tired of 
crises. I’m hoping for some 
calm that might bring more 
continuity and stability. These 
days, we never know what  
will happen three months from 
now. That makes planning 
extremely difficult.

Nicholas Hänny

“The understanding of what it means for a product to be  
sustainable has changed enormously. Five years ago,  
a T-shirt with just 5% organic cotton could be sold as  
sustainable, and everyone thought that was great.”

Profile ––– Mindset

Lanz I would tend to agree. 
Planning is even more difficult 
now than it was before. But 
assuming things will eventually 
become calmer, it could be 
exciting to start our own label. 
But we don’t just want to do 
what other people are doing, 
we want to raise the bar. A 
label of our own would really 
have to break fresh ground 
when it comes to sustainability. 
We haven’t had the time to 
work out the details so far, but 
it’s clear for me personally  
that this is a direction I want to 
pursue sooner or later.
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André Helfenstein is CEO of  
Credit Suisse (Switzerland) Ltd. and  
a member of the Executive Board  
of Credit Suisse Group AG. He has 
more than 25 years of experience  
in the financial industry, including over 
15 years in senior positions at  
Credit Suisse.

André Helfenstein

“Entrepreneurship creates jobs,  
promotes innovation, and generates 
wealth for Switzerland. Credit Suisse 
is the right partner for this: after  
all, entrepreneurship is in our DNA.”  
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Conclusions from this chapter

2  Entrepreneurs largely have their assets tied  
to the company. That raises questions with  
regard to liquidity, provision for the future, and 
corporate succession.

4  Entrepreneurs should ensure that both they 
and their company are well secured financially. 
Good planning is worth its weight in gold.

5  By calculating your potential for reducing 
emissions and by opting for sustainable financial 
instruments, you can make your daily business 
more sustainable.

3  A syndicated loan is a flexible and – especially 
in times of uncertainty – a stable and less price- 
sensitive financial instrument.

Chapter 3: How Credit Suisse supports entrepreneurship.

1  Credit Suisse always takes a holistic view of 
entrepreneurs and their companies and  
supports them throughout the entire life cycle.
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Andreas Gerber

Head of  
Entrepreneurs & Executives 
(left)

Hans Baumgartner

Interview with

and

“Our strength lies in strategic dialogue  
with clients, and our structured succession  
process offers us a USP in Switzerland.”

Head of  
Corporate Banking
(right)

Andreas Gerber
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The “bank for entrepreneurs” strategy has been a success.  
Our greatest strength lies in combining the expertise of  
Corporate Banking and Private Banking for the benefit of our 
clients. In this interview, Andreas Gerber, Head of Corporate 
Banking, and Hans Baumgartner, Head of Entrepreneurs & 
Executives, share insights and success stories.

Last year, you received the 
Euromoney Award in the 
category of “Best in Serving 
Business Owners” – for  
the second time since 2020. 
What factors have  
contributed to your success?
Hans Baumgartner Our greatest 
strength as a bank for entre-
preneurs lies in combining the 
expertise of Corporate 
Banking and Private Banking 
and working together to 
provide that expertise to our 
clients. Instead of thinking  
in silos, we work as a team. Our 
corporate client advisors have 
access to numerous services 
for companies. In addition  
to traditional corporate loans  
and payment transaction 
solutions, these include 
com plex transactions with the 

investment bank, such as 
capital market placements.  
In Private Banking, we handle 
entrepreneurs’ personal  
needs. To that end, we have 
created individualized consul-
tation modules that address 
the specific situation of each 
entrepreneur. Our client 
advisors have been trained  
and certified in the use of 
these modules. This allows us 
to offer clients comprehen-
sive advice that differs 
significantly, in terms of both 
depth and quality, from the 
services provided by our 
competitors. We find solutions 
for our clients that go beyond 
traditional private banking 
consulting services. Clients 
notice this, and this is why they 
trust us.

Andreas Gerber The most 
important factor in this context 
are our long-serving employees 
and their ability to engage in 
strategic dialogue with clients. 
Because of the trust that has 
been built over many years, it  
is possible to discuss even very 
sensitive topics, such as 
succession planning. 

How does cooperation 
function in practice? Can you 
give us some specific examples 
of the successful “bank  
for entrepreneurs” model?
Gerber The model is based on 
open, trusting cooperation  
in the interest of our clients. 
One example involves a 
Corporate Banking client. 
Using comprehensive sensi-
tivity analyses, we showed  

Bank for entrepreneurs: 
Combining expertise  
is the key to our success 
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transferred to private assets 
in the most tax-efficient 
manner? 

•  What effect does this have on 
the company’s succession 
arrangements?

•  What options do 1e pension 
plans offer in this process?

To best answer these questions, 
Private and Corporate Banking 
experts are consulted when 
developing a solution. Through 
this process, we make sure  
that every relevant aspect is 
considered. 

In its business, the bank for 
entrepreneurs encompasses a 
number of different areas  
and client segments. How  
does cooperation across areas 
function?
Gerber Crucial factors include  
a culture of cooperation and a 
conviction that by working 
together, we are generating 

more added value for the 
client. Cooperation is institu-
tionalized in the regions 
through regional and local 
management teams. Together 
with representatives of the 
various client segments, we 
make sure that interdisciplinary 
teams are formed to deal  
with complex client needs. 
Some regions also maintain 
communities of entrepreneurs 
or startups; these, too, provide 
numerous opportunities for 
contact across different areas.

Baumgartner In addition, we 
regularly introduce new 
offerings for our entrepreneur 
clients. In cooperation with 
Désirée von Michaelis’s Wealth 
Planning business area, we 
recently created an “emergen-
cy plan for entrepreneurs,” 
which makes it possible to 
assess risks related to reduced 
capacity, for example because 
of an accident, COVID-19, or  
a stroke. A systematic checkup 
shows whether entrepreneurs 
have made the necessary 
arrangements in the event of 
an emergency – for themselves 
personally, their families, or 
their companies. This is a 
comprehensive program that 
addresses all of an entrepre-
neur’s needs, as a businessper-
son and as an individual.

Credit Suisse has released a 
study on corporate succession 
in practice. When it comes  
to succession planning, what 
sets the bank apart? What 
added value does it offer its 
clients?
Gerber At Credit Suisse, we 
were the first to take up  
this issue back in the 1990s  
and to provide comprehensive 
advising services in the 
banking world through our 
structured succession process. 
The “bank for entrepreneurs” 
was launched at that time,  
too. With our many experts, we 
are now perfectly positioned  
to support clients throughout 
the life cycle of their companies 
or with respect to their personal 
needs, and to offer the best 
service available in the market. 
The economy as a whole 
benefits as well, as our success-
ful succession arrangements 
help to preserve jobs and pass 

a public-sector company how 
its investments would perform 
in an environment of rising 
interest rates, and what 
opportunities and risks might 
arise. We also collaborated 
with the client’s CFO and 
management team to develop 
and implement a set of 
investment rules. This allowed 
the company to benefit from 
higher yields in today’s difficult 
interest environment. At the 
same time, rules were put in 
place for the company’s 
internal investment gover-
nance, putting it on the solid 
foundation of a long-term 
strategy. This was only possible 
because we combined the core 
competencies of Corporate 
and Private Banking.

Baumgartner Our experience has 
shown that many entrepre-
neurs have tied up a large 
portion of their assets in their 
companies. This raises certain 
questions:

•  What are the company’s 
strategic goals, and how 
much liquidity is needed for 
operations?

•  What happens with excess 
liquidity: Should it be 
invested, and if so, how? 

•  How can excess liquidity be 

“Instead of thinking in silos,  
we work as a team.”

Hans Baumgartner
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them on to younger people. To 
further professionalize the 
succession process, Corporate 
Banking has worked with 
Private Banking to create a 
team of specialists in this area. 
In cases involving issues of 
succession, the team sees to it 
that the appropriate experts 
are consulted at the appropri-
ate time, thereby ensuring  
that our clients have the 
benefit of high-quality advice. 
Our diverse financing options 
also support the buyer’s side  
in company acquisitions, 
whether these are acquisitions 
within a family or management 
buy-outs or buy-ins. This 
comprehensive approach 
makes succession transactions 
run smoothly. 

Why the strong focus on 
entrepreneurs as clients?
Baumgartner Entrepreneurs  
are the backbone of Switzer-
land’s economy. They  
create jobs, impart values, 
innovate, and generate 
prosperity for Switzerland. 
Credit Suisse is the right 
partner for entrepreneurs: 
Since the company was 
founded by Alfred Escher in 
1856, entrepreneurship has 
been part of our DNA. It all 
began with the construction of 
the Gotthard Tunnel, and 
reached a high point not long 
ago with the initiation of 
COVID-19 loans during the 
pandemic. Over the past  
160 years, we have achieved  
a central position in the  
Swiss economy and for private 
households: We provide  
loans totaling more than  
CHF 38 billion to Swiss  
SMEs and count 100,000 
companies among our clients. 

We make CHF 200 million in 
venture capital available to 
young companies, and we have 
over CHF 500 billion in  
assets under management in 
Switzerland.

Gerber These examples also 
highlight the close coopera-
tion between Corporate  
and Private Banking in the 
context of our strategy as a 
bank for entrepreneurs.  
That cooperation ensures that 
our clients receive the best 
possible advice.

Andreas Gerber has been  
Head of Corporate Banking and  
a member of the Executive Board 
of Credit Suisse (Switzerland)  
Ltd. since January 2021. Since 
2017 he has served as president 
of the SME association Swiss 
Venture Club (SVC). He joined 
Credit Suisse in 1989.

Hans Baumgartner has led  
Credit Suisse’s Entrepreneurs & 
Executives (E&E) business  
area since 2020. In a career of 
over 30 years with Credit Suisse, 
he has worked on both the  
corporate client and the private 
client sides. 

Andreas Gerber

Hans Baumgartner
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The syndicated loan is a mainstay on the Swiss 
credit market and has become increasingly 
important in recent years. It is the financing 
instrument of choice when it comes to large- 
volume, confidential, time-sensitive and/or  
complex financing. The term “syndicated loan” 
represents a special type of lending. If a loan 
exceeds the risk capacity of an individual bank 
– which is often the case for large-volume 
financing – it is typically divided among various 
lenders. The syndication process involves one or 
more lead banks (or arrangers) which structure, 
negotiate, and place the loan on the banking 
market. A large number of lenders then join the 
syndicate, with one or more lead banks acting as 
so-called “bookrunners” and inviting the other 
lenders to one or, in rare cases, several syndica-
tion rounds. A good arranger knows how to 
negotiate solid loan structures at marketable 
conditions and how to put together syndicates in 
a way that ensures longer-term stability. This 
allows the group to survive the difficult times 

that inevitably arise because such credit 
agreements are usually committed for several 
years and should ideally operate over one or 
more business cycles.

A flexible and attractive source of financing
Even though some corporate borrowers, 
especially those listed on a stock exchange, have 
easy access to the bond market, they prefer to 
take out syndicated loans. Unlike bonds, 
syndicated loans do not have to be drawn down. 
A syndicated loan, therefore, is a flexible and, 
particularly in uncertain and volatile times, 
stable and less price-sensitive financing instru-
ment. The availability of the funds is ensured 
over the entire term at the agreed conditions. 
Both rating agencies and the stock market 
generally view medium- to long-term credit lines 
positively. In Switzerland alone, syndicated 
loans – generally starting at CHF 50 million per 
transaction – amount to around CHF 30 billion. 
The conditions for syndicated loans in Switzer-

The Structured Finance & Syndications specialists have years of 
experience in the Swiss syndication market and are your ideal  
partner for everything from company acquisitions to financing  
current assets to investments. We always ensure professional  
support throughout the entire process – from creation of a  
customized financing solution to professional implementation of  
the appropriate financing structure and successful placement  
on the syndication market.

Syndicated corporate  
loans – a mainstay  
on the Swiss credit market
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land remain favorable because there continues 
to be very high liquidity in the banking market, 
even if the general trend is upward due to rising 
interest rates. 

Loan types and utilization
With syndicated loans, lenders may extend all 
conceivable types of credit to a borrower.  
This includes cash loans in the form of fixed 
advances, overdraft facilities, and lending 
commitments or guarantee facilities (in the 
framework of ancillary facilities). The loans may 
be secured or unsecured. In relation to the 
claims of other creditors, these loans may be 
classified as priority (senior), of equal rank  
(pari passu), or subordinated (junior). 

Syndicated loans can be granted to a borrower 
for a variety of purposes. These include financ-
ing a borrower’s working capital (working capital 
loan), financing investments such as acquisitions 
or project financing, covering liquidity require-

Financing request

Preparation phase

Execution phase

Receipt of financing  
commitments from banks

Analysis of the financing 
request and joint prepara-
tion of the term sheet

Agreement on financing 
parameters and signing of 
the term sheet

Selection of the syndicate 
banks and preparation  
of the information package

Finalization of credit 
documentation and 
distribution among the 
banks

Signing of the loan 
agreement by all  
parties and disbursement 
of the loan

Contact with the  
syndicate banks and 
distribution of the  
information package

ments in advance of equity financing or bond 
issues (bridge loans or bridge facilities), or 
repaying existing debts (refinancing). 

Types of syndication
Syndication in the narrow sense means the 
assembly of a consortium prior to finalizing the 
loan agreement or the partial or complete 
transfer of loan commitments among lenders 
after the agreement has been concluded. There 
are three basic types of syndicated loans: the 
club deal, the best efforts deal, and the under-
writing or firm underwriting deal.

A club deal is a special form of syndicated loan. 
This type of loan entails a consortium of a 
smaller number of lenders put together at an 
early stage of the process, before the loan 
agreement has been finalized (usually with the 
borrower’s input). Club deals normally involve 
longstanding and stable relationships between 
the lenders and the borrower (usually on a 

Syndicated corporate  
loans – a mainstay  
on the Swiss credit market

The loan syndication process
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bilateral basis) with those relationships then 
being combined under one loan agreement as 
part of the club deal.

With an underwriting or firm underwriting deal, 
one or more lead banks assume the placement 
risk and guarantee the overall financing. With 
large-volume, time-sensitive, and/or confiden-
tial transactions, normally when dealing with 
corporate takeovers, financing commitments in 
the billions can be made within a short period of 
time without having to approach the broader 
banking market. The prerequisites for taking 
such risks, however, are that the lead bank or 
banks have excellent skills in credit analysis and 
in reliably assessing market dynamics and 
developments, as well as excellent project 
management skills. Syndication then takes place 
after the transaction has been completed  
(the closing) and is transferred to third-party 
banks, i.e. the syndicate is put together after the  
loan agreement has been concluded. Such 
transactions are expensive and compensate the 
lead banks for the placement risk incurred.
 
With a best efforts deal (see the AMAG Leasing 
AG case study), one or more lead banks structure 
and negotiate the loan agreement prior to the 
syndication process. Under this type of syndica-
tion, the borrower assumes the placement risk 
and, as a result, the financing is not guaranteed 
until the syndication has been successfully 
completed and all third-party banks become part 
of the agreement. In other words, with a best 
efforts deal, the consortium of lenders is 
assembled before the loan agreement has been 
signed. The cost of a best efforts transaction, 
therefore, is lower than with an underwriting 
deal.

 Contact

If you are interested in a syndicated loan,  
we would be happy to assist you.  
We will answer any questions you may  
have and arrange your loan for you.

Additional information on  
structured and syndicated finance  
is available online:  
credit-suisse.com /structured-finance
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CHF

2.4 billion
Revolving credit facility

“The new syndicated loan is an essential element of our  
refinancing. The loan renewal supports AMAG Leasing AG’s 
strategy of becoming a comprehensive financial services  
provider of sustainable, individual mobility for our partners  
and customers.”

Helmut Ruhl, CEO of AMAG Group & Chairman of the Board of AMAG Leasing AG

Credit Suisse acted as exclusive arranger, bookrunner,  
and agent for the refinancing and increase of  
the syndicated loan agreement for AMAG Leasing AG.

•  AMAG Leasing, an important part of the AMAG Group, is the leading 
provider of vehicle leasing in Switzerland with a leasing portfolio of over 
CHF 4.4 billion.

•  The syndicated loan, in place since 2008, is one of the cornerstones  
of AMAG Leasing AG’s financing strategy. The loan, for which  
Credit Suisse has been the lead bank since the beginning, was 
increased in the latest financing round by an additional CHF 500 million 
to a total of CHF 2.4 billion and extended until 2027. 

•  Twenty-nine Swiss banks and one Liechtenstein bank participated  
in the new consortium.

Benefits for the client
•  Early loan extension and credit increase improve the client’s ability  

to reliably plan ahead and support additional growth.
•  Expansion of the consortium to 30 banks improves diversification  

of AMAG Leasing AG’s sources of financing.
•  Credit Suisse coordinated the needs of the client and the 30 syndicate 

banks, ensuring efficient implementation of the financing for the client.
•  Broadening the purpose of the loan to include comprehensive, 

sustainable mobility solutions, such as vehicle subscriptions, wall- 
mounted electric vehicle charging stations, and photovoltaic installations, 
will accelerate the implementation of AMAG Leasing AG’s innovative 
mobility strategy.

Case study:

Credit Suisse services: 
exclusive arranger, exclusive  
bookrunner, and agent

Year: 
August 2022
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How entrepreneurs  
can prepare for  
emergency situations

An accident, serious illness, or other unfortunate incident can have a significant 
impact on the successful management or continued operation of a company. Even if 
a succession plan is already in place, the absence of a decision-maker could result in 
the company being partly or completely unable to act. Entrepreneurs should also 
consider the financial security of their family and others close to them. For these 
reasons, an emergency plan is essential for entrepreneurs.

What to keep in mind in the event of an emergency
If you want to prepare for the worst-case scenario, you need to consider the most 
important questions in this connection.

Here are some examples:
•  Who will represent your interests as a partner or shareholder if you are unable to 

make decisions in the short or long term?
•  Should or must seats on any of the company’s official bodies, such as the board of 

directors, be filled by someone else if you’re unable to make decisions? And if so, 
by whom?

•  Have arrangements been made to ensure the company’s capacity to act and its 
continued operation in the event of an unexpected death?

•  Is a succession plan in place in the case of unexpected events, such as a serious 
skiing accident? 

•  Is the continued operation of the company ensured in the event of divorce or the 
dissolution of the registered partnership?

•  Is the continuation of the previous investment strategy ensured in the event of 
your incapacity to act?

There are significant risks when an entrepreneur suffers an  
accident or gets sick. Who will run the company? Have the signing 
authorizations been arranged in a way that ensures short-term 
liquidity? What are the succession rules? An emergency plan that 
has been well thought out can provide the necessary peace of mind.
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Hans Baumgartner

“Corporate management can suddenly come to an end,  
with wide-reaching consequences for the company and  
the family. An emergency plan is essential for entrepreneurs.”

Hans Baumgartner in conversation with Désirée von Michaelis
You can also read the interview on this topic between Désirée von Michaelis, Head of Wealth  
Planning Switzerland, and Hans Baumgartner, Head of Entrepreneurs & Executives Switzerland. 

Are you prepared for an emergency?  
We would be happy to help you with the planning. 
credit-suisse.com /good-planning

The following factors should be  
considered carefully for a well-thought-out 
emergency plan:

Company law and commercial register law
•  Check the registered signing authorizations in the 

commercial register. Granting additional signing 
authorizations can ensure the ability to act.

•  Ensure access to liquidity, for example, through a 
bank power of attorney.

•  Review any partnership or shareholder agreements. 
Define provisions in the event of the incapacity  
to act and/or death of a contractual partner and 
check them against the last will and testament.

Adult protection and inheritance law
•  In the event of the inability to make decisions, it 

must be ensured that partner or shareholder 
membership and property rights can be safeguarded. 
This also includes measures to replace members  
of company bodies (such as members of the board 
of directors) by writing a new advance directive or 
reviewing an existing directive.

•  Consider the company’s succession plan at an 
early stage and prevent a breakup of the company 
by setting up or reviewing a last will and testament 
in the event of death (last will and testament, 
marriage and inheritance contract, inheritance 
waiver contract).

Social insurance benefits in the event of 
disability or death
•  Analyze the entrepreneur’s current pension 

situation in the event of disability or death as a 
result of an accident or illness (Pillars 1, 2, and 3). 
Identify any gaps in the current pension fund 
affiliation as well as gaps in accident insurance 
coverage.

•  Ensure that the entrepreneur and their loved ones 
are able to maintain their current standard of living 
through optimized insurance solutions.

Continuation of the previous investment 
strategy
•  Set out the continuation of the desired investment 

strategy in the advance directive.
•  Review an existing wealth management mandate  

or issue a new one.

What an emergency plan looks like:
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A changing climate is creating new challenges 
for businesses. The general public, investors, and 
customers are paying increased attention to 
what companies are saying as well as to what 
they are doing about sustainability.

Moreover, companies face far more regulations 
in this area. For example, the Swiss Federal 
Council has mandated that large firms report on 
the effects of climate change starting January 1, 
2024. The Swiss Parliament has accepted the 
counter-proposal to the Glacier Initiative. These 
regulations will have a significant impact on 
disclosure requirements for public-interest 
entities (companies whose impact extends 
beyond immediate stakeholders) and for invest-
ments from the federal government. 

Suppliers will also need to increasingly align 
their business operations with the new transpar-
ency requirements imposed on large companies’ 
reporting of non-financial performance indica-
tors. The requirements faced in this connection 
by company purchasing departments, which 
already have increased disclosure obligations, 
are constantly rising.

Ways companies can deal with these challenges 
The first step for a company in signaling its 
commitment to sustainability is to define a 
sustainability strategy and the related actions. 
This offers businesses the opportunity to act 
responsibly and position themselves proactively. 
An external review of a company’s sustain - 
ability goals and actions can also enhance 
credibility. This step sets the foundation for 
consistent stakeholder communication. 

Financial resources are key to implementing the 
strategy or company transition. Two financing 
instruments are particularly suitable in this 
regard. First, sustainability-linked loans (SLL), 
which under a bonus-malus system utilize 
financial as well as environmental and social 
indicators to determine the interest rate. And 
second, “green loans,” which can only be used for 
predefined projects (earmarked financing).
These types of instruments can further strengthen 
your company’s position in the market,  
allowing you to set your company apart from  
the competition.

Transitioning to a sustainable economy requires integrating 
environmental and social sustainability into daily operations 
while focusing on the climate and CO2 emissions. Credit Suisse 
helps its clients along this path with a select offering.

Sustainability can set  
your company apart
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Four reasons why sustainability  
is relevant for your business
1   Environment 

The effects of climate change are becoming more visible – both around the world  
and in Switzerland.

2   General public and stakeholders 
The general public, investors, and customers are increasingly paying attention to  
the sustainability of companies.

3   Swiss climate targets and regulatory requirements 
Switzerland aims to achieve climate neutrality by 2050. Various laws have been  
implemented that will require action. 

4   Supply chain pressures 
Large companies and the public sector are focusing more and more on social and 
environmental standards in the overall value-added process. Suppliers will increasingly 
be required to meet and report on these standards. 

As a strategic partner of Credit Suisse, act Cleantech Agentur Switzerland  
helps Swiss companies improve their energy efficiency and reduce their energy 
consumption. The agency has a network of energy specialists throughout 
Switzerland. Experts will support you throughout the entire process – from 
performing a comprehensive operational analysis to defining your goals and 
implementing the necessary measures. And, at the same time, act will ensure 
you maximize the benefits from financial support programs.

Here’s how you can maximize your benefits:

1.  Finalize an act target agreement with the federal government 
A target agreement commits your company to implementing economic energy efficiency 
measures. In return, you will save on energy costs and may, under certain circumstances,  
be exempt from government taxes. 

2.  Decarbonization services 
Decarbonization services from act can help you replace fossil fuels with sustainable energy 
sources. The agency will determine your company’s potential for reducing emissions and work 
with relevant company leaders in optimizing your next steps. 

Successfully navigating  
the energy transition

Partnership with act Cleantech Agentur:
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Sustainable financing solutions
Sustainability-linked and earmarked financing 
aim to support environmentally and socially 
sustainable economic growth. SLLs create 
additional incentives and support a company’s 
sustainability goals by partially linking the loan’s 
interest rate to these goals. With green loans, 
the decisive factor is their intended use. Both 
instruments send favorable signals to outside 
investors and other stakeholders. Sustain ability-
linked and green loans are subject to interna-
tionally recognized principles, standardizing the 
requirements for structuring the financing 
instruments.

Features of sustainability-linked loans (SLL)
•  Contractually defined sustainability targets 

measured against selected key performance 
indicators (KPIs) – targets must be verifiably 
ambitious and materially relevant in terms of a 
company’s activities

•  Target-setting in line with a company’s overall 
sustainability strategy

•  Bonus-malus principle: interest rates adjusted 
for achieving/not achieving the key perfor-
mance indicators

•  Flexible loan use: “general financing needs” 

Sample performance indicators: 
•   Greenhouse gas emissions  

(direct/indirect/supply chains)
•  Transparent and fair supply chains
•  Water usage/waste production
•  Compliance with environmental standards  

by suppliers

Features of green loans
•  Financing of environmentally friendly “green” 

projects
•  Monitoring and auditing the use of loan 

proceeds
•  Projects must make a significant contribution 

to an environmental goal
 
Usage examples:
•  Renewable energy
•  Sustainable buildings
•  Circular economy 

Disclaimer

The information provided is for advertising purposes. It does not constitute investment advice, is not otherwise based on any consideration of 
the recipient’s personal circumstances, nor is it the result of any objective or independent financial analysis. The information provided here is not 
legally binding and constitutes neither an offer nor a solicitation to enter into a financial transaction. This information was prepared with the utmost 
care and to the best of its knowledge and belief by Credit Suisse Group AG and/or one of its affiliates (hereinafter referred to as “CS”). The 
information and opinions contained in this document represent the views of CS or the relevant author at the time of the document’s preparation 
and may change at any time and without notice. They originate from sources that are considered reliable. CS provides no guarantee regarding 
the content or completeness of the information and, as far as legally possible, assumes no liability for losses that arise from the use of the 
information. Figures are unaudited, unless expressly stated otherwise. Opinions and statements expressed by third parties and external authors 
do not necessarily coincide with the opinions of CS. The information in this document is intended for use by the recipient only. This information 
and copies thereof must not be sent to, taken to, or distributed in the United States of America, or issued to US persons (within the meaning 
of Regulation S of the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended). This information must not be reproduced, in full or in part, without the written 
consent of CS.

Copyright © 2023 Credit Suisse Group AG and/or its associated companies. All rights reserved.

 Contact

Are you interested in one of our green financing 
instruments or would you like assistance with your 
decarbonization efforts? 
Our advisors would be happy to answer any  
questions you may have.

credit-suisse.com / 
 sustainability-for-companies
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Case study:

Helvetia Environnement
Sustainability-linked financing allows Helvetia 
Environnement1 to align its financing instruments 
with the goals and commitments of its sustainability 
strategy. Based in Carouge, the company operates 
across the waste value chain with various brands. 
The group offers waste collection, recycling, and 
recovery (including energy generation through raw 
material recycling), and digital waste management 
services in French-speaking Switzerland. Since 
2013, it has been pursuing a sustainability strategy, 
backed up by concrete actions. The company has 
also been rated as a leader in sustainability by 
independent agencies. Its sustainability strategy 
prioritizes reducing CO2 pollution from its business activities and advocates for recovering 
energy from recycled waste.

Sustainability-based financing solutions
A consortium of banks led by Credit Suisse structured a sustainability-linked loan to help 
transform Helvetia Environnement. The interest rate of the sustainability-linked loan is tied to 
the ambitious reduction of two ESG2 criteria: CO2 emissions per kilometer driven and the 
frequency of occupational accidents. Linking sustainability criteria to the financing structure 
further strengthens the company’s sustainability strategy.
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Are you thinking about 
a leather jacket?
Why not.
Leather-like material can already be made 
from apple peels. Entrepreneurs think ahead. 
And we’re with them.

credit-suisse.com/entrepreneur

Credit Suisse 
empowers 

entrepreneurs
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